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Abstract
It is proved that the members of the Riccati hierarchy, the so-called Riccati chain equa-
tions, can be considered as particular cases of projective Riccati equations, which greatly
simplifies the study of the Riccati hierarchy. This also allows us to characterize Riccati
chain equations geometrically in terms of the projective vector fields of a flat Riemannian
metric and to easily derive their associated superposition rules. Next, we establish neces-
sary and sufficient conditions under which it is possible to map second-order Riccati chain
equations into conformal Riccati equations through a local diffeomorphism. This fact can
be used to determine superposition rules for particular higher-order Riccati chain equations
which depend on fewer particular solutions than in the general case. Therefore, we analyze
the properties of Euclidean, hyperbolic and projective vector fields on the plane in detail.
Finally, the use of contact transformations enables us to apply the derived results to the
study of certain integrable partial differential equations, such as the Kaup–Kupershmidt
and Sawada–Kotera equations.
Keywords: conformal Riccati equation, Euclidean vector field, hyperbolic vector field, Lie
system, projective Riccati equation, projective vector field, Riccati hierarchy, superposition
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1. Introduction
The main objective of this work is to show that the members of the Riccati hierarchy
can be understood as projective Riccati equations and to use this fact to analyze their
geometric properties, superposition rules and related partial differential equations (PDEs).
This approach allows us to obtain results that would be difficult to obtain by analyzing the
Riccati hierarchy straightforwardly.
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The Riccati hierarchy is of primary importance in the field of integrable systems (see e.g.
[24]). The first element of this hierarchy is, up to a change of the independent variable, the
Riccati equation, namely
du
dx
= a0(x) + a1(x)u+ a2(x)u
2, u, x ∈ R, (1.1)
where a0(x), a1(x), a2(x) are arbitrary real-valued functions [8]. Riccati equations frequently
appear in physics, mathematics, control theory, astronomy and many other subjects (see
[38] and references therein). Mathematically, a Riccati equation can be understood as the
differential equation describing the integral curves of a non-autonomous vector field taking
values in a Lie algebra of vector fields on R. This algebra is isomorphic to sl(2,R), as noted
by Lie [35] and Vessiot [43]. A modern framework for these facts has been developed by
Carin˜ena, Grabowski and Marmo [12, 14].
Despite its apparent simplicity, there is no general method for obtaining the general so-
lution of a generic non-autonomous Riccati equation [29]. Nevertheless, the general solution
of a Riccati equation can be brought into the form
u(x) =
u(1)(x)(u(3)(x)− u(2)(x)) + ku(2)(x)(u(1)(x)− u(3)(x))
u(3)(x)− u(2)(x) + k(u(1)(x)− u(3)(x))
,
where u(1)(x), u(2)(x), u(3)(x) are different particular solutions and k is an arbitrary real
constant. This property of the Riccati equation is called a superposition principle [12, 14, 46].
More generally, a non-autonomous first-order system of ordinary differential equations
whose general solution can be described as an autonomous function of a generic set of
particular solutions and some constants, a so-called superposition rule, is called a Lie system
[10, 12, 14, 46]. Sophus Lie proved that each Lie system is related to a finite-dimensional
Lie algebra of vector fields, called a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra, which describes many of
its properties [36, 46].
The second-order Riccati chain equation is a generalization of the Painleve´-Ince equation
[29, 31, 44] and takes the form
d2u
dx2
+ (α2(x) + 3cu)
du
dx
+ c2u3 + cα2(x)u
2 + α1(x)u+ α0(x) = 0,
where c ∈ R∗ := R\{0} and α0(x), α1(x), α2(x) are arbitrary x-dependent functions. This
differential equation appears, for instance, in the study of Ba¨cklund transformations [24] and
it has recently been studied in [15, 17, 23]. Second-order Riccati chain equations become
Lie systems when written as a first-order system by adding a new variable, v := du/dx [15],
which can be used to obtain a superposition rule for this particular case [15].
Each member of the Riccati hierarchy is called an s-order Riccati chain equation, where
s ∈ N. It was proved in [23] that each s-order Riccati chain equation is a Lie system related
to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra isomorphic to sl(s+ 1,R).
As a first new result, Theorem 4.1 provides a family of diffeomorphisms {φc,s}(c,s)∈R∗×N
mapping each member of the Riccati hierarchy, considered as a first-order system in the
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standard way, into a projective Riccati equation. The diffeomorphisms under consideration
are globally defined, which allows us to establish that Riccati chain equations can be studied
as particular types of projective Riccati ones. This allows us to recover, as a particular
example, the results of [13] concerning first- and second-order Riccati equations.
The diffeomorphisms {φc,s}(c,s)∈R∗×N possess several advantages which are absent in the
previous literature on the Riccati hierarchy. First, they transform the complicated form
of the s-order Riccati chain equations into simpler projective Riccati equations (see e.g.
Table 1 and equations (2.1)). Second, the diffeomorphisms allow us to prove that Riccati
chain equations are, essentially, the Lie systems determined by a finite-dimensional Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebra of projective vector fields relative to a flat Riemannian metric. This
easily allows us to determine when a system of differential equations can be mapped into
a projective Riccati equation. The diffeomorphisms {φc,s}(c,s)∈R∗×N can be understood as
changes of variables mapping the flat Riemannian metrics associated with the Riccati chain
equations into diagonal forms. This extends in a very simple way the relations of [13] between
the very lowest members of the Riccati hierarchy and projective vector fields to the whole
hierarchy. Third, since superposition rules for projective Riccati equations are known [5],
the family {φc,s}(c,s)∈R∗×N enables us to obtain a superposition rule for all s-order Riccati
chain equations as first-order systems. This is a much more powerful approach than the one
provided in [15], where only second-order Riccati chain equations were considered.
Our characterization of the Riccati hierarchy in terms of projective Riccati equations
constitutes a new way of characterizing and studying second-order Riccati chain equations
that can be mapped through a diffeomorphism φ : TR → R2 into conformal Euclidean
and/or hyperbolic Riccati equations, respectively. This characterization is described in
Theorems 8.4 and 8.5.
As a consequence of the technique described above, we obtain new results concerning the
structure of conformal and projective Lie algebras of vector fields on the plane. In particular,
Table 2 summarizes all new results on projective and conformal Lie algebras of vector fields
on R2 given in Propositions 7.3 to 7.6. Table 2 also includes all the relation inclusions of
these Lie algebras, which can be obtained after a straightforward but lengthy calculation.
We derive the so-called invariant distributions for all finite-dimensional Lie algebras of vector
fields on the plane (see the last column of Table 4).
It is also proved that second-order Riccati chain equations which are not autonomous
cannot be described through a Lie system related to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of
Hamiltonian vector fields with respect to a symplectic structure, namely a Lie–Hamilton
system [16, 26, 43]. For the so-called second-order affine Riccati chain equations, the neces-
sary and sufficient conditions which ensure that these equations can be described through
Lie–Hamilton systems are determined.
Next, we show that certain Ba¨cklund transformations for partial differential equations
can be studied through projective Riccati equations and we prove that second-order Riccati
chain equations can be mapped through a contact transformation into equations of the
Gambier family. This makes it possible to study Gambier equations G25 and G27 and the
related partial differential equations via Lie systems. As a particular instance, we apply
our methods to the Sawada–Kotera and Kaup-Kupershmidt equations. Finally, the relation
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between Gambier equation G25 and the Sturm-Liouville problem is analyzed.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the fundamental geometric
properties of Lie systems and related notions. The basic properties of the Riccati hierarchy
are discussed in detail in Section 3. We prove in Section 4 that every member of the Riccati
hierarchy can be mapped onto a projective equation through an autonomous diffeomorphism.
Section 5 is devoted to proving that Riccati chain equations are Lie systems with a Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebra of projective vector fields relative to a flat Riemannian metric. The
results found in Section 4 are used in Section 6 to obtain superposition rules for the whole
Riccati hierarchy. Section 7 is concerned with proving certain new results on the structure
and relations of Lie algebras of conformal and projective vector fields on the plane. The
results of Section 7 are used in Section 8 to classify all second-order Riccati chain equations
related to Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebras of conformal vector fields. We then show how to use
our results in the study of partial differential equations such as the Kaup–Kupershmidt and
Sawada–Kotera equations in Section 9. A contact transformation is used to relate certain
differential equations to members of the Riccati hierarchy in Section 10. A last application
of Gambier equations related to Lie systems is analyzed in Section 11. The last section
summarizes the obtained results and contains some suggestions regarding possible further
developments.
2. Fundamentals
The methodological approach used in this work is based on the study of non-autonomous
systems of first-order differential equations by means of vector fields along projections. If
not otherwise stated, all structures are assumed to be smooth. To simplify the notation and
to avoid unnecessary technical problems, diffeomorphisms between structures are considered
to be local and defined at generic points unless explicitly expressed the contrary.
A vector field on N along a projection piN : P → N is a map X : p ∈ P 7→ Xp ∈ TN
for which τN ◦ X = piN , where τN : TN → N is the tangent bundle projection onto N . If
we assume that P = R × N , and we call x the canonical variable on R, then X is called
a non-autonomous or x-dependent vector field. An x-dependent vector field amounts to a
family of vector fields {Xx}x∈R with Xx : u ∈ N 7→ X(x, u) ∈ TN for all x ∈ R and vice
versa [14]. We assume hereafter that X represents a non-autonomous vector field.
We call integral curves of X the integral curves γ : R 7→ R × N of the suspension of
X , i.e. the vector field X(x, u) + ∂/∂x on R × N [2]. Every integral curve γ admits a
reparametrization x = x(t) such that γ(x) = (x, u(x)) and
d(piN ◦ γ)
dx
(x) = (X ◦ γ)(x).
This system is referred to as the associated system of X . Conversely, every non-autonomous
system of first-order ordinary differential equations in normal form describes the integral
curves of a unique non-autonomous vector field. This establishes a bijection between non-
autonomous vector fields and systems of first-order ordinary differential equations in normal
form, which justifies the use of X to denote both a non-autonomous vector field and its
associated system.
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Definition 2.1. The irreducible Lie algebra of an x-dependent vector field X on N is the
smallest (in the sense of inclusion) real Lie algebra, V X , containing the vector fields {Xx}x∈R.
Definition 2.2. Given a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields V on N , its associated
distribution is the generalized distribution DVp := {Xp : X ∈ V } ⊂ TpN, ∀p ∈ N. A Lie
algebra V of vector fields on R2 is called primitive when its elements do not leave any one-
dimensional distribution on R2 invariant (when acted on through Lie brackets). Otherwise,
we say that V is imprimitive. If V admits one or more invariant distributions, we say that
V is mono-imprimitive or multi-imprimitive, respectively.
For instance, the conformal vector fields relative to a pseudo-Riemannian metric g on
N , i.e. the vector fields X on N satisfying LXg = fXg for a certain function fX ∈ C
∞(N)
called the potential function of X , form a Lie algebra of vector fields. Given the Lie algebras
of vector fields P7 and I11 (see Table 4), it is known that P7 ≃ so(3, 1) is a maximal finite-
dimensional Lie algebra of conformal polynomial vector fields on R2 relative to a Euclidean
metric and I11 ≃ so(2, 2) is a maximal Lie algebra of conformal polynomial vector fields on
R2 relative a hyperbolic metric (cf. [9, 22]).
Although Lie classified Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebras on R2, the result was not clarified
until the work of Olver, Artemio and Kamran [22]. Table 3, the so-called GKO (Gonza´lez-
Kamran-Olver) classification, details all Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebras described in [22]. To
analyze Riccati chain equations, it is convenient to obtain the invariant distributions of all
such Lie algebras. These invariant distributions can be obtained algorithmically after a long
but straightforward calculation. Therefore, we detail in Table 3 the invariant distributions
for Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebras on R2 with no further details.
Let us now turn to some fundamental notions appearing in the theory of Lie systems.
Definition 2.3. A superposition rule depending on m particular solutions for a system
X on N is a function Φ : Nm × N → N , u = Φ(u(1), . . . , u(m);λ) such that the general
solution u(x) of X can be brought into the form u(x) = Φ(u(1)(x), . . . , u(m)(x);λ), where
u(1)(x), . . . , u(m)(x) is any generic family of particular solutions and λ is an arbitrary element
of N .
The conditions ensuring that a system X possesses a superposition rule are given by
the Lie–Scheffers Theorem [36, Theorem 44] (for a modern geometric description see [12,
Theorem 1] and [14, 37]).
Theorem 2.4. (Lie–Scheffers Theorem) A system X on N admits a superposition rule if
and only if X =
∑r
α=1bα(x)Xα for a certain family b1(x), . . . , br(x) of x-dependent functions
and a collection X1, . . . , Xr of vector fields on N spanning an r-dimensional real Lie algebra.
Non-autonomous systems of first-order ordinary differential equations possessing a su-
perposition rule are called Lie systems. The Lie–Scheffers Theorem states that every Lie
system X is related to (at least) one finite-dimensional real Lie algebra of vector fields V , a
so-called Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra, satisfying {Xx}x∈R ⊂ V . The irreducible Lie algebra
of X allows us to rewrite more intrinsically the Lie–Scheffers Theorem as follows [14].
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Theorem 2.5. (Abbreviated Lie–Scheffers Theorem) A system X admits a superpo-
sition rule if and only if V X is finite-dimensional.
Finally, let us describe some types of Lie systems relevant to the present work. Strictly
speaking (see [3]), projective Riccati equations on Rn take the form
dξ
dx
= b0(x) + A(x)ξ − γ(x)ξ + 〈ξ, b2(x)〉ξ, ξ ∈ R
n,
where A(x) is an n× n matrix with real coefficients, b0(x), b2(x) ∈ R
n, we assume that γ(x)
is an x-dependent scalar function such that Tr[A(x)] + γ(x) = 0, and 〈·, ·〉 is the canonical
Euclidean metric on Rn. In general, projective Riccati equations can be rewritten as
dξ
dx
= b0(x) + [A(x) + p(x)Idn]ξ − (p(x) + γ(x))ξ + 〈ξ, b2(x)〉ξ,
for n p(x) := γ(x), which ensures that A(x) + p(x)Idn is a traceless matrix. Hence, a
projective Riccati equation can be written as a differential equation of the form
dξ
dx
= b0(x) + C(x)ξ + 〈ξ, b2(x)〉ξ, ξ ∈ R
n, (2.1)
where C(x) is an n× n matrix with real entries, and vice versa. This allows us to simplify
the expression of the projective Riccati equations. Each projective Riccati equation on Rn
is a Lie system associated with a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra V Prn ≃ sl(n+ 1,R) [3].
Meanwhile, a conformal Riccati equation on the plane takes the form [5]
dξ
dx
= b0(x) + A(x)ξ + γ(x)ξ + b2(x)〈ξ, ξ〉 − 2〈ξ, b2(x)〉ξ, ξ ∈ R
n,
where 〈A(x)ξ1, ξ2〉+ 〈ξ1, A(x)ξ2〉 = 0 for every ξ1, ξ2 ∈ R
n, the function γ(x) is an arbitrary
x-dependent scalar function and 〈·, ·〉 is a non-degenerate metric of signature (p, q) with
p + q = n. Conformal Riccati equations are Lie systems related to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie
algebra V (p,q) of conformal vector fields relative to a flat metric g of signature (p, q) and
therefore isomorphic to so(p+ 1, q + 1) [4].
This work is mainly concerned with two types of conformal Riccati equations. The
first one is the conformal Riccati equation on R2 related to the hyperbolic metric 〈ξ, ξ¯〉 =
ξ1ξ¯2 + ξ2ξ¯1 with ξ := (ξ1, ξ2)
T , ξ¯ := (ξ¯1, ξ¯2)
T ∈ R2. The corresponding conformal Riccati
equation takes the form
dξ1
dx
= bu0(x) +Buu(x)ξ1 − 2ξ
2
1b
v
2(x),
dξ2
dx
= bv0(x) +Bvv(x)ξ2 − 2ξ
2
2b
u
2(x).
(2.2)
for arbitrary real functions bu0(x), b
v
0(x), Buu(x), Bvv(x), b
u
2(x), b
v
2(x). It can be seen that
equations (2.2) are related to non-autonomous vector fields taking values in the Lie algebra
I11 given in Table 4, which consists of conformal vector fields relative to the metric dξ1 ⊗
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dξ2 + dξ2 ⊗ dξ1. For the sake of brevity, we will hereafter call (2.2) a hyperbolic Riccati
equation.
Meanwhile, a conformal Riccati equation related to the Euclidean metric 〈ξ, ξ¯〉 = ξ1ξ¯1+
ξ2ξ¯2 with ξ := (ξ1, ξ2)
T , ξ¯ := (ξ¯1, ξ¯2)
T ∈ R2 takes the form
dξ1
dx
= bu0(x) +Buu(x)ξ1 − Buv(x)ξ2 + (ξ
2
2 − ξ
1
2)b
u
2(x)− b
v
2(x)2ξ1ξ2,
dξ2
dx
= bv0(x) +Buv(x)ξ1 +Buu(x)ξ2 + (ξ
2
1 − ξ
2
2)b
v
2(x)− b
u
2(x)2ξ1ξ2,
(2.3)
for certain functions bu0(x), b
u
0(x), Buu(x), Buv(x), b
u
2(x), b
v
2(x). This system of differential
equations is related to a non-autonomous vector field taking values in the Lie algebra P7 of
Table 4, which is made of conformal vector fields relative to the metric dξ1⊗dξ1+dξ2⊗dξ2.
For conciseness, we will refer to equations of the form (2.3) as Euclidean Riccati equations.
Since there exists no finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields containing the Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebra V (p,q) [9, 22], there exists no diffeomorphism φ : Rn → Rn mapping all
conformal Riccati equations into projective ones. Nevertheless, particular conformal Riccati
equations, e.g. autonomous ones, can be mapped into cases of projective Riccati equations.
3. Introduction to the Riccati hierarchy
An s-order Riccati chain equation [24] is a differential equation of the form
Lscu+
s∑
j=1
αj(x)L
j−1
c u+ α0(x) = 0, u, x ∈ R, c ∈ R
∗, s ∈ N, (3.1)
where α0(x), . . . , αs(x) are arbitrary x-dependent real functions, L
s := L◦ · · · ◦L(s− times),
L0cu := u, and Lc is the differential operator on the real line given by
Lc :=
d
dx
+ c u, c ∈ R. (3.2)
There exists a more general definition of s-order Riccati chain equations, but it is equivalent
to ours through a simple change of the independent variable [17]. For instance, the first
element of the most general Riccati hierarchy is (1.1), while in our case the first element is
given in Table 1 for s = 1. A trivial x-dependent change of variables maps one into the other.
In view of these remarks, we can restrict ourselves to (3.1). For the sake of completeness,
we will also consider the hierarchy referred to as the s-order affine Riccati chain equations,
which is given by (3.1) for c = 0.
Expressions (3.1) and (3.2) show that each s-order affine Riccati chain equation is affine,
which motivates the term. Otherwise, (3.1) can be linearized through the Cole–Hopf trans-
formation [28]
u(x) :=
1
cΨ
dΨ
dx
, Ψ : x ∈ R 7→ Ψ(x) ∈ R, c ∈ R∗,
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Table 1: First elements of the Riccati hierarchy. The Lie algebra g is isomorphic to the Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebra associated with the Lie system obtained by writing the s-order Riccati chain
equation as a first-order system in the standard way (see [23] for details).
s g Riccati chain equation
1 sl(2,R) du
dx
+ cu2 + α1(x)u + α0(x) = 0
2 sl(3) d
2u
dx2
+ (α2(x) + 3cu)
du
dx
+ c2u3 + cα2(x)u
2 + α1(x)u + α0(x) = 0
3 sl(4,R) d
3u
dx3
+(α3(x)+4cu)
d
2u
dx2
+3c
(
du
dx
)2
+[6c2u2+3cα3(x)u+α2(x)]
du
dx
+c3u4
+c2α3(x)u
3 + cα2(x)u
2 + α1(x)u + α0(x) = 0
giving rise to the (s+ 1)-order linear differential equation
s∑
j=0
αj(x)
djΨ
dxj
+
ds+1Ψ
dxs+1
= 0,
with d0Ψ/dx0 := Ψ. In Table 1 we find the first members of the Riccati hierarchy. Let us
analyze them to illustrate some of their properties.
The first differential equation in Table 1 is a particular type of Riccati equation. It is
associated with the x-dependent vector field
X1R = −α0(x)X
1R
0 − α1(x)X
1R
1 − cX
1R
2 ,
where X1R0 := ∂/∂u, X
1R
1 := u∂/∂u and X
1R
2 := u
2∂/∂u. These vector fields satisfy the
commutation relations
[X1R0 , X
1R
1 ] = X
1R
0 , [X
1R
0 , X
1R
2 ] = 2X
1R
1 , [X
1R
1 , X
1R
2 ] = X
1R
2 .
Hence, V RC1 := 〈X
1R
0 , X
1R
1 , X
1R
2 〉 becomes a Lie algebra of vector fields isomorphic to sl(2,R).
It is worth noting that every Lie algebra of vector fields on R is locally diffeomorphic around
a generic point to a Lie subalgebra of V RC1 [22, 35].
The second member of the Riccati hierarchy is the second-order Riccati chain equation,
which can be written as a first-order system by adding a new variable v := du/dx. This
gives rise to the system on TR given by

du
dx
= v,
dv
dx
= −3cuv − c2u3 − α0(x)− α1(x)u− α2(x)
(
cu2 + v
)
.
(3.3)
The x-independent change of variables u¯ := cu and v¯ := cv, with c ∈ R∗, maps this system
into the Lie system studied in [15, 23], which is related to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra
isomorphic to sl(3). As a consequence, (3.3) is a Lie system associated with a Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebra V RC2 ≃ sl(3). There exists no finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector
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fields on R2 containing V RC2 different from V
RC
2 and every Lie algebra of vector fields on R
2
isomorphic to sl(3) is locally diffeomorphic to V RC2 (cf. [22, 35]).
The system (3.3) is related to the x-dependent vector field
XRC2 = X
2R
3 − α0(x)X
2R
0 − α1(x)X
2R
1 − α2(x)X
2R
2 ,
where the vector fields X2R0 , X
2R
1 , X
2R
2 , X
2R
3 belong to the following family of vector fields on
TR.
X2R0 :=
∂
∂v
, X2R1 := u
∂
∂v
,
X2R2 := (cu
2 + v)
∂
∂v
X2R3 := v
∂
∂u
− (3cuv + c2u3)
∂
∂v
,
X2R4 := cu
2 ∂
∂u
+ cu(v − cu2)
∂
∂v
, X2R5 := cu(v + cu
2)
∂
∂u
+ c(v2 − c2u4)
∂
∂v
,
X2R6 := u
∂
∂u
+ 2v
∂
∂v
, X2R7 :=
∂
∂u
.
(3.4)
Previous vector fields span a Lie algebra isomorphic to sl(3). Indeed, we find[
X2R0 ,X
2R
1
]
= 0, [X2R0 ,X
2R
2 ] = X
2R
0 ,
[
X2R0 ,X
2R
3
]
= X2R7 − 3cX
2R
1 ,[
X2R0 ,X
2R
4
]
= cX2R1 , [X
2R
0 ,X
2R
5 ] = cX
2R
6 , [X
2R
0 ,X
2R
6 ] = 2X
2R
0 ,[
X2R0 ,X
2R
7
]
= 0, [X2R1 ,X
2R
2 ] = X
2R
1 ,
[
X2R1 ,X
2R
3
]
= X2R6 − 3X
2R
2 ,[
X2R1 ,X
2R
4
]
= 0, [X2R1 ,X
2R
5 ] = X
2R
4 , [X
2R
1 ,X
2R
6 ] = X
2R
1 ,[
X2R1 ,X
2R
7
]
= −X2R0 , [X
2R
2 ,X
2R
3 ] = X
2R
3 +X
2R
4 , [X
2R
2 ,X
2R
4 ] = 0,[
X2R2 ,X
2R
5
]
= X2R5 ,
[
X2R2 ,X
2R
6
]
= 0, [X2R2 ,X
2R
7 ] = −2cX
2R
1 ,[
X2R3 ,X
2R
4
]
= X2R5 , [X
2R
3 ,X
2R
5 ] = 0,
[
X2R3 ,X
2R
6
]
= −X2R3 ,[
X2R3 ,X
2R
7
]
= 3cX2R2 ,
[
X2R4 ,X
2R
5
]
= 0,
[
X2R4 ,X
2R
6
]
= −X2R4 ,[
X2R4 ,X
2R
7
]
= 3cX2R2 − 2cX
2R
6 , [X
2R
5 ,X
2R
6 ] = −2X
2R
5 ,
[
X2R5 ,X
2R
7
]
= −cX2R3 − 3cX
2R
4 ,[
X2R6 ,X
2R
7
]
= −X2R7 .
(3.5)
Each s-order Riccati chain equation, when written as a first-order system on the (s−1)-
order tangent bundle Ts−1R by considering the derivatives of the dependent variables as
new coordinates [34], is related to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of vector fields isomorphic
to sl(s + 1,R) [23]. As in previous cases, we can obtain a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of
vector fields for each s-order Riccati chain equation. Nevertheless, the expressions for the
vector fields are nonlinear and become increasingly complicated. Meanwhile, the expression
(3.3) shows that the second-order affine Riccati chain equation becomes an affine system
associated with a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra isomorphic to Aff(R2), i.e. the Lie algebra
of affine transformations on R2.
4. The Riccati hierarchy and projective Riccati equations
Let us proceed to prove one of the key new results of the paper: the s-order Riccati
chain equation, written as a first-order system, is globally diffeomorphic to a projective
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Riccati equation on Rs. Hence, Riccati chain equations are nothing but projective Riccati
equations. This new approach simplifies the study of the Riccati hierarchy allowing its study
through new techniques. In particular, we study in detail second- and third-order Riccati
chain equations.
Consider the diffeomorphism
φ2,c : (u, v) ∈ TR 7→ (y1 := u, y2 := cu
2 + v)T ∈ R2. (4.1)
This map transforms the first-order system (3.3), related to second-order Riccati chain
equations, into 

dy1
dx
= y2 − cy
2
1,
dy2
dx
= −α0(x)− α1(x)y1 − α2(x)y2 − cy1y2.
(4.2)
If we set ξ := (y1, y2)
T , b0(x) := (0,−α0(x))
T and b2(x) := (−c, 0)
T , the latter system
becomes a projective Riccati equation (2.1) for n = 2 and
C(x) :=
(
0 1
−α1(x) −α2(x)
)
,
In other words, the diffeomorphism φ2,c maps second-order Riccati chain equations in first-
order form into projective Riccati equations on R2.
A natural question arises: is there a general procedure to map any s-order Riccati chain
equation, considered as a first-order system in the usual way, into a projective Riccati
equation? The following theorem provides a global diffeomorphism mapping s-order Riccati
chain equations onto projective Riccati equations on Rs.
Theorem 4.1. An s-order, possibly affine, Riccati chain equation (3.1), when written as a
first-order system on Ts−1R, can be mapped onto the projective Riccati equation (2.1) on Rs
with
b0(x) :=


0
0
· · ·
0
−α0(x)

 , C(x) :=


0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . 1
−α1(x) −α2(x) −α3(x) . . . −αn(x)

 , b2(x) :=


−c
0
· · ·
0
0

 ,
via a global diffeomorphism φs,c : (u
0), . . . , us−1)) ∈ Ts−1R 7→ (y1, . . . , ys)
T ∈ Rs, with
T0R := R and
yk(x) := L
k−1
c u(x), k = 1, . . . , s. (4.3)
Proof. Let us prove that (4.3) gives rise to a global diffeomorphism φs,c : T
s−1R→ Rs. We
have that
yk(x) = L
k−1
c u(x) = u
k−1)(x) + Fk,c(u(x), u
1)(x), . . . , uk−2)(x)), k = 1, . . . , s, (4.4)
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where L0cu(x) := u(x) and u
k) stands for the variable corresponding to the k-th derivative of
u in terms of x and u0) := u. Here, Fk,c : T
k−2R→ R is such that F1,c = 0 for every c ∈ R.
Hence,
∂yk
∂uj−1)
= 0, s ≥ j > k ≥ 1,
∂yk
∂uk−1)
= 1, k = 1, . . . , s.
Thus, the Jacobian matrix Js corresponding to the transformation (4.3) takes the form
Js = Ids + Ts,c, where Ids is an s × s identity matrix and Ts,c is an s × s lower triangular
matrix with zeros in the main diagonal. Hence, det Js 6= 0 and the inverse function theorem
ensures that φs,c is locally invertible with a locally diffeomorphic inverse.
Let us prove that φs,c is surjective, i.e. the algebraic equation φs,c(u
0), . . . , us−1)) =
(y1, . . . , ys) always has a solution for any (y1, . . . , ys) ∈ R
s. In view of the definition of φs,c,
this equation implies that u0) = y1. From (4.4), we have
uk−1) = yk − Fk,c(u, u
1), . . . , uk−2)), s ≥ k > 1,
and every uk−1), with s ≥ k > 1, can be recursively and uniquely determined from the value
of the yk and the lower derivatives to ensure that φs,c(u
0), . . . , us−1)) = (y1, . . . , ys). Since u
0)
is established, we can obtain a unique solution of the algebraic equation φs,c(u
0), . . . , us−1)) =
(y1, . . . , ys), and therefore φs,c is surjective. As a consequence,
φs,c(u
0), . . . , us−1)) = φs,c(u¯
0), . . . , u¯s−1)) ⇒ (u0), . . . , us−1)) = (u¯0), . . . , u¯s−1))
and φs,c is also injective. Since each φs,c is a bijection with a locally differentiable inverse,
it follows that φs,c is a diffeomorphism.
Finally, we prove that the diffeomorphism given by (4.3) maps s-order Riccati chain
equations in first-order form onto projective Riccati equations. Substituting (4.3) in the
definition of the s-order Riccati chain equation, i.e.
Lscu+
s∑
j=1
αj(x)(L
j−1
c u) + α0(x) = 0,
we obtain
dys
dx
= −cy1ys −
s∑
j=1
αj(x)yj − α0(x).
Meanwhile,
yk := L
s
cyk−1 =
dyk−1
dx
+ cy1yk−1 ⇒
dyk−1
dx
= yk − cy1yk−1.
Defining ξ := (y1, . . . , ys)
T , since 〈ξ, b2(x)〉 = −cy1 and in view of the above expressions, the
system (2.1) is obtained.
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Example 4.2. (Third-order Riccati chain equations) When written as a first-order
system on the second-order tangent manifold T2R, the third-order Riccati chain equation
(see e.g. Table 1) takes the form
du
dx
= v,
dv
dx
= a,
da
dx
= −α3(x)(a+ 3cuv + c
2u3)− α2(x)(cu
2 + v)− α1(x)u− α0(x)− c(4ua+ 3v
2 + c2u4 + 6cu2v).
(4.5)
The diffeomorphism induced by (4.3) for s = 3, i.e.
φ3,c : (u, v, a) ∈ T
2
R 7→ (y1 := u, y2 := v + cu
2, y3 := a + 3cuv + c
2u3)T ∈ R3 (4.6)
transforms the above system into

dy1
dx
= y2 − cy
2
1,
dy2
dx
= y3 − cy1y2,
dy3
dx
= −α0(x)− α1(x)y1 − α2(x)y2 − α3(x)y3 − cy3y1.
(4.7)
If we set ξ := (y1, y2, y3)
T , b0(x) := (0, 0,−α0(x))
T and b2(x) := (−c, 0, 0)
T , then (4.5)
can be written intrinsically as a projective Riccati equation (2.1) with
C(x) :=

 0 1 00 0 1
−α1(x) −α2(x) −α3(x)

 .
This is the system described in Theorem 4.1.
5. Projective vector fields and Riccati chain equations
Let us show that the functions {φc,s}(c,s)∈R×N mapping Riccati chain equations into pro-
jective Riccati equations allow us to prove that Riccati chain equations are first-order systems
of differential equations taking values in the finite-dimensional projective Lie algebra of vec-
tor fields relative to a flat Riemannian metric. Therefore, the mappings {φc,s}(c,s)∈R×N can
be understood as changes of variables mapping the flat Riemannian metrics into diagonal
forms.
Given a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (N, g), a projective vector field Z on N is a vector
field satisfying the condition that there exists a one-form µZ on N such that
(LZ∇)(Z1, Z2) = µZ(Z1)Z2 + µZ(Z2)Z1, ∀Z1, Z2 ∈ X(N), (5.1)
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where X(N) is the space of vector fields on N , the operator ∇ is the covariant derivative
induced by g and LZ∇ is the Lie derivative of ∇ [27, 47]. The one-form µZ is called the
projective one-form of Z (relative to g). More conveniently for our purposes and assuming
that our metric is flat, equation (5.1) can be rewritten as [27]
∇Z1∇Z2Z −∇∇Z1Z2Z = µZ(Z1)Z2 + µZ(Z2)Z1, ∀Z1, Z2 ∈ X(N). (5.2)
The main property of projective vector fields is that their flows map geodesics of the metric g
into new geodesics (without necessarily preserving the affine parameter) [39, 47]. Projective
vector fields span a Lie algebra of vector fields.
We now show an interesting fact about Riccati equations and second-order Riccati chain
equations. The Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of vector fields for Riccati equations, namely
〈∂u, u∂u, u
2∂u〉, consists of projective vector fields relative to the flat Riemannian metric
g1 := du⊗ du. We now turn to second-order Riccati chain equations in the first-order form
(3.3). This system is related to the x-dependent vector field XRC2 = X
2R
3 −
∑2
j=0 αj(x)X
2R
j ,
where X2Rα for α = 0, 1, 2, 3 are given by (3.4). Consider the Riemannian metric
g2 := du⊗du+d(cu
2+v)⊗d(cu2+v) = (1+4c2u2)du⊗du+dv⊗dv+2cu(du⊗dv+dv⊗du).
A straightforward calculation shows that all Christoffel symbols for g2 vanish, the only
exception being Γvuu = 2c. Therefore, the Riemann tensor associated with g2 also vanishes
and g2 becomes flat.
Since (5.2) for g2 is C
∞(TR)-linear relative to Z1 and Z2, it is enough to check that it
is satisfied for a generator system of the C∞(TR)-module of vector fields on TR to prove
that it holds for any pair of vector fields on TR. Consider a generator system given by
∂1 := ∂u, ∂2 := ∂v. It is straightforward to verify that ∇∂α∇∂βX
2R
i − ∇∇∂α∂βX
2R
i = 0 for
α, β = 1, 2 and i = 0, 1, 2 and ∇∂α∇∂βX
2R
3 −∇∇∂α∂βX
2R
3 = −cdu(∂α)∂β− cdu(∂β)∂α. Hence,
X2R0 , . . . , X
2R
3 are projective vector fields relative to g2. In view of the commutation relations
in (3.5), these vector fields generate V RC2 . Hence, all elements of V
RC
2 are projective vector
fields relative to g2. A natural question arises: is this only a property of first- and second-
order Riccati chain equations or it is a general property of Riccati chain equations? The
following theorem answers this question.
Theorem 5.1. Every s-order Riccati chain equation admits a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra
V RCs of projective vector fields relative to the flat Riemannian metric
gRCs :=
s−1∑
i=0
d(Liu)⊗ d(Liu). (5.3)
Additionally, V RCs ≃ sl(s+ 1,R) and V
RC
2 is diffeomorphic to P8.
Proof. As Riccati equations were shown to fulfill trivially the statement of the present the-
orem, we hereafter assume that s > 1. Let us sketch the outline of our proof. We first
endow projective Riccati equations on Rs with a trivial flat Riemannian metric gsP turning
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its Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra, V Prs , into projective vector fields. Afterwards, the trans-
formation (4.3) will allow us to map s-order Riccati chain equations onto Riccati projective
equations on Rs while satisfying φ∗s,cg
s
P = g
RC
s and φs,c∗V
RC
s = V
Pr
s , where V
Pr
s is the Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebra for projective Riccati equations and V RCs is the Vessiot–Guldberg Lie
algebra for s-order Riccati chain equations. Since the elements of V Prs are projective rela-
tive to gsP , it follows that the elements of V
RC
s become projective relative to g
RC
s and every
s-order Riccati chain equation becomes, as a first-order system, a Lie system related to a
t-dependent vector field taking values in the projective Lie algebra on Ts−1R relative to gRCs .
Consider the projective Riccati equation on Rs. Let us solve (5.1) for the flat Riemannian
metric gsP :=
∑s
i=1 dy
i⊗ dyi. Since (5.2) is C∞(TsR)-linear with respect to the vector fields
Z1, Z2, we can prove this expression by analyzing it for Z1 = ∂i := ∂/∂y
i and Z2 = ∂j :=
∂/∂yj with i, j = 1, . . . , s. Christoffel symbols for gsP are identically zero in the coordinate
system {y1, . . . , ys}. Hence, ∇Z1Z2 = DZ1Z2 = 0 where DX1X2 is the directional derivative
of X2 relative to X1. Moreover, (5.1) becomes
DZ1DZ2Z = µZ(Z1)Z2 + µZ(Z2)Z1,
In our given system of coordinates, we can write Z =
∑s
i=1Z
i∂i, µZ =
∑s
i=1 µ
Z
i dy
i and
∂2Z i
∂yj∂yk
= µZj δ
i
k + µ
Z
k δ
i
j , i, j, k = 1, . . . , s. (5.4)
Hence, we obtain that [41]
∂µZj
∂yl
δik +
∂µZk
∂yl
δij =
∂3Z i
∂yl∂yj∂yk
=
∂3Z i
∂yj∂yl∂yk
=
∂µZl
∂yj
δik +
∂µZk
∂yj
δil ⇒
∂µZj
∂yl
=
∂µZl
∂yj
,
for all l, j, k = 1, . . . , s. Moreover, we have
0 =
s∑
i=j=1
(
∂µZj
∂yl
δik +
∂µZk
∂yl
δij −
∂µZl
∂yj
δik −
∂µZk
∂yj
δil
)
= (s− 1)
∂µZk
∂yl
= 0, ∀k, l = 1, . . . , s.
Since s > 1,we get µZk = ck ∈ R for k = 1, . . . , s. Integrating (5.4) we obtain that
Z =
s∑
i=1
(
ai +
s∑
k=1
biky
k + yi
s∑
k=1
cky
k
)
∂
∂yi
, (5.5)
for arbitrary real numbers ai, bik, ck with i, k = 1, . . . , s. This shows that projective Riccati
equations admit a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of projective vector fields relative to a flat
Riemannian metric spanned by the vector fields (5.5). It is well known that these vector
fields span a Lie algebra V Prs ≃ sl(s+ 1,R) [46].
The diffeomorphism φs,c : T
s−1R → Rs induces the flat Riemannian metric gRCs :=
φ∗s,cg
s
P =
∑s
i=1(dL
iu) ⊗ (dLiu) on Ts−1R. The mapping φs,c maps s-order Riccati chain
equations into projective Riccati equations. Hence, it also maps the Vessiot–Guldberg Lie
algebra V RCs for s-order Riccati chain equations into the Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra V
Pr
s for
projective Riccati equations. As a consequence, the vector fields of V RCs become projective
relative to gRCs .
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Example 5.2. (Third-order Riccati chain equations) Let us construct the flat Rie-
mannian structure associated with third-order Riccati chain equations. When written as a
first-order system on the second-order tangent manifold T2R, the third-order Riccati chain
equation (4.5) is related to the x-dependent vector field XRC3 := X
3R
4 −
∑3
j=0 αj(x)X
3R
j for
X3R4 := v
∂
∂u
+ a
∂
∂v
− c(4ua+ 3v2 + c2u4 + 6cu2v)
∂
∂a
, X3R3 := (a+ 3cvu+ c
2u3)
∂
∂a
X3R2 := (cu
2 + v)
∂
∂a
, X3R1 := u
∂
∂a
, X3R0 :=
∂
∂a
.
Recall that the diffeomorphism induced by (4.3) for s = 3 reads
φ3,c : (u, v, a) ∈ T
2
R 7→ (y1 := u, y2 := v + cu
2, y3 := a + 3cuv + c
2u3) ∈ R3. (5.6)
In accordance with our previous theorem, we define the metric gRC3 =
∑3
j=1 dy
j ⊗ dyj,
namely
gRC3 = (1 + 4c
2u2 + 9(vc+ c2u2)2)du⊗ du+ (2cu+ 9c2uv + 9c3u3)(du⊗ dv + dv ⊗ du)
3cu(da⊗dv+dv⊗da)+ (1+9u2c2)dv⊗dv+da⊗da+(3cv+3c2u2)(da⊗du+du⊗da).
(5.7)
A simple calculation shows that gRC3 is non-degenerate, and therefore a Riemannian metric.
The nonvanishing Christoffel symbols for this metric read Γvuu = 2c, Γ
a
uv = Γ
a
vu = 3c and its
Riemann tensor vanishes. Hence, gRC3 is flat. Using these results, we can easily prove that
all vector fields related to the decomposition XRC3 = X
3R
4 −
∑3
j=0 αj(x)X
3R
j are projective
vector fields: X3R0 , . . . , X
3R
3 have zero potential, while X
3R
4 have potential −cdu. Therefore,
all vector fields generated by X3R0 , . . . , X
3R
4 and their successive Lie brackets are projective
vector fields.
6. Superposition rules for the Riccati hierarchy
Let us show that Theorem 4.1 allows us to obtain a superposition rule for the members of
the Riccati hierarchy by applying the superposition rule provided by Winternitz to projective
Riccati equations. Winternitz et al. [3, 4] proved that a projective Riccati equation (2.1)
on Rn admits a superposition rule in terms of n+ 2 generic particular solutions of the form
Ψ : Rn(n+2) × Rn ∋ (ξ(1), . . . , ξ(n+2);χ) 7→ ξ :=
Bχ + ρ
〈σ, χ〉+ b
∈ Rn ,
where B is an n× n matrix with entries Bµk := ξ
µ
(k)σk, where no sum on k is considered,
ξ(k) := (ξ
1
(k), . . . , ξ
n
(k))
T , σk := det(ξ(1)−ξ(n+1), . . . ,
k−term︷ ︸︸ ︷
ξ(n+2) − ξ(n+1), ξ(n)−ξ(n+1)), k = 1, . . . , n,
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Bχ is the matrix multiplication of the matrix B with the vector χ := (χ1, . . . , χn)
T that
accounts for the parameters of the superposition rule, σ := (σ1, . . . , σn)
T and
b :=
(
1−
n∑
k=1
χk
)
det(ξ(1) − ξ(n+1), . . . , ξ(n) − ξ(n+1)), ρ := b ξ(n+2),
for k, µ = 1, . . . , n. As usual 〈σ, χ〉 is the standard inner product of σ with χ in Rn.
Recalling that every s-order Riccati chain equation can be mapped into a projective
Riccati equation on Rs, we can immediately prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Every s-order Riccati chain equation, when considered as a non-autonomous
first-order system, admits a superposition rule depending on s+2 particular solutions of the
form
Ψs : [T
s−1
R]s+2×Rs ∋ (ts−1u(1), . . . , t
s−1u(s+2), χ) 7→ φ
−1
s,c
(
Bχ + bφs,c(t
s−1u(s+2))
〈σ, χ〉+ b
)
∈ Ts−1R ,
where Bµk := [φs,c(t
s−1u(k))]
µσk(no sum) and
b :=
(
1−
s∑
k=1
χk
)
det[φs,c(t
s−1u(1))− φs,c(t
s−1u(n+1)), . . . , φs,c(t
s−1u(n))− φs,c(t
s−1u(n+1))],
σk := det[φs,c(t
s−1u(1))− φs,c(t
s−1u(n+1)), . . . ,
k−term︷ ︸︸ ︷
φs,c(t
s−1u(n+2))− φs,c(t
s−1u(n+1)),
. . . , φs,c(t
s−1u(n))− φs,c(t
s−1u(n+1))],
(6.1)
for k, µ = 1, . . . , s.
As an application, let us use our previous methods to obtain a superposition rule for
second- and third-order Riccati chain equations.
Example 6.2. (Second-order Riccati chain equations) The superposition rule for
second-order Riccati chain equations depends on a generic family
t1u(i)(x) := (u(i)(x), v(i)(x)) ∈ TR, i = 1, . . . , 4
of particular solutions. The superposition rule takes the specific form
Ψ2 : [TR]
4 × R2 ∋ (t1u(1), . . . , t
1u(4), χ) 7→ t
1u := φ−12,c
(
Bχ+ bφ2,c(t
1u(4))
〈σ, χ〉+ b
)
∈ TR ,
where φ2,c is given by (4.1) and the above-mentioned coefficients (6.1) read
b = (1− χ1 − χ2) [(u(1) − u(3))(v(2) − v(3) + c(u
2
(2) − u
2
(3)))− (c(u
2
(1) − u
2
(3)) + v(1) − v(3))(u(2) − u(3))],
σ1 = [(u(4) − u(3))(v(2) − v(3) + c(u
2
(2) − u
2
(3)))− (u(2) − u(3))(v(4) − v(3) + c(u
2
(4) − u
2
(3)))],
σ2 = [(u(1) − u(3))(v(4) − v(3) + c(u
2
(4) − u
2
(3)))− (u(4) − u(3))(v(1) − v(3) + c(u
2
(1) − u
2
(3)))],
B =
(
u(1)σ1 (v(1) + cu
2
(1))σ1
u(2)σ2 (v(2) + cu
2
(2))σ2
)
.
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Example 6.3. (Third-order Riccati chain equations) The superposition rule depends
on a generic family
t2u(i)(x) := (u(i)(x), v(i)(x), a(i)(x)) ∈ T
2
R, i = 1, . . . , 5
of particular solutions. The superposition rule takes the specific form
Ψ3 : [T
2
R]5 × R3 ∋ (t2u(1), . . . , t
2u(5), χ) 7→ t
2u := φ−13,c
(
Bχ+ bφ3,c(t
2u(5))
〈σ, χ〉+ b
)
∈ T2R ,
where the diffeomorphism φ3,c is given in (5.6) and the above-mentioned coefficients read
b =
(
1−
3∑
k=1
χk
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(1) − u(4) u(2) − u(4) u(3) − u(4)
Υ14 Υ24 Υ34
∆14 ∆24 ∆34
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where Υij = v(i)− v(j)+ c(u
2
(i)−u
2
(j)), ∆ij := a(i)− a(j)+3c(u(i)v(i)−u(j)v(j))+ c
2(u3(i)−u
3
(j))
and
σ1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(5) − u(4) u(2) − u(4) u(3) − u(4)
Υ54 Υ24 Υ34
∆54 ∆24 ∆34
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , σ2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(1) − u(4) u(5) − u(4) u(3) − u(4)
Υ14 Υ54 Υ34
∆14 ∆54 ∆34
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
σ3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
u(1) − u(4) u(2) − u(4) u(5) − u(4)
Υ14 Υ24 Υ54
∆14 ∆24 ∆54
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
B =

 u(1)σ1 (v(1) + cu2(1))σ1 (a(1) + 3cu(1)v(1) + c2u3(1))σ1u(2)σ2 (v(2) + cu2(2))σ2 (a(2) + 3cu(2)v(2) + c2u3(2))σ2
u(3)σ3 (v(3) + cu
2
(3))σ3 (a(3) + 3cu(3)v(3) + c
2u3(3))σ3

 .
7. On Lie subalgebras of projective, Euclidean and hyperbolic vector fields
Riccati chain equations were related to Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebras of projective vector
fields relative to flat Riemannian metrics in Section 4.1. These Lie algebras admit many
relevant Lie subalgebras which can be additionally understood as symmetries of certain
geometric structures, e.g. affine vector fields. In particular, we are interested in studying
when second-order Riccati chain equations are related to Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebras of
conformal vector fields associated with Euclidean and hyperbolic metrics on the plane, which
are called Euclidean and hyperbolic vector fields. To perform this study, it is necessary to
analyze all Lie algebras of conformal and projective vector fields on the plane. This analysis
is based on the calculus of the one-dimensional invariant distributions for all classes of
finite-dimensional Lie algebras of vector fields on the plane. Although this result is new, the
calculus is rather straightforward and our results have been summarized in Table 4 without
further details.
Lemma 7.1. There exist no linearly independent (over R) Euclidean vector fields X1, X2
on Rn, for n > 1, such that X1 ∧X2 = 0.
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Proof. Let us prove our claim by contradiction. Assume that there exist linearly independent
(over R) vector fields X1, X2 on R
n satisfying
X1 ∧X2 = 0, LX1g = f1g, LX2g = f2g,
for some f1, f2 ∈ C
∞(Rn) and a Euclidean metric g. Since X1 ∧ X2 = 0 and X1, X2 are
linearly independent over R, there exists, at least locally around any point in Rn, a non-
constant function f such that X2 = fX1. Therefore, we have
f2g(X, Y ) = [LX2g](X, Y ) = [LfX1g](X, Y ) = f [LX1g](X, Y ) + g(X1, (Xf)Y + (Y f)X),
for all X, Y ∈ X(Rn). Therefore,
(f2 − ff1)g(X, Y ) = g(X1, (Xf)Y + (Y f)X), ∀X, Y ∈ X(R
n). (7.1)
Since n > 1 we can choose X = Y 6= 0 and Xf = 0. Substituting these values into the
above equations, we obtain (f2 − ff1)g(X,X) = 0. As g is Euclidean and X 6= 0, it follows
that g(X,X) 6= 0 and f2 = ff1. Substituting the latter in (7.1), we obtain
0 = g(X1, (Xf)Y + (Y f)X), ∀X, Y ∈ X(R
n). (7.2)
If Xf = 0 but Y f 6= 0, which may occur only for n > 1, then the above expression becomes
0 = g(X1, (Y f)X) =⇒ g(X1, X) = 0.
As the above happens for every X such that Xf = 0, it is seen that ∃h ∈ C∞(Rn)\{0} such
that g(X1, ·) = hdf. Setting X = Y and Xf 6= 0 in (7.2), we obtain
0 = 2(Xf)g(X1, X) = 2(Xf)
2h.
This completes the proof since h and Xf do not vanish, the above is a contradiction and
X1 ∧X2 6= 0 if X1, X2 are conformal vector fields relative to a Euclidean metric.
The previous theorem does not hold on R, e.g. X1 := ∂/∂u and X2 := u∂/∂u are
Euclidean linearly independent vector fields relative to du⊗ du and X1 ∧X2 = 0.
Lemma 7.2. Let V be a Lie algebra of conformal vector fields on N relative to a metric g.
Then,
1. If the elements of V leave invariant a distribution D on N , then they also leave in-
variant its orthogonal distribution
D⊥ξ := {Xξ ∈ TξN : gξ(Xξ, X¯ξ) = 0, ∀X¯ξ ∈ Dξ}, ∀ξ ∈ N.
2. If V is a Lie algebra of Euclidean vector fields on N = R2, then it is either primitive
or multi-imprimitive.
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3. If V is a Lie algebra of hyperbolic vector fields on N = R2, then it admits two one-
dimensional invariant distributions generated by two commuting vector fields Y1, Y2
and every Z ∈ V can be brought into the form Z = f 1ZY1+ f
2
ZY2 for functions f
1
Z , f
2
Z ∈
C∞(R2) satisfying Y1f
2
Z = Y2f
1
Z = 0.
Proof. Point 1): Let X and X⊥ be arbitrary vector fields taking values in D and D⊥,
respectively. Hence,
0 = LY [g(X,X
⊥)] = fY g(X,X
⊥)+g(LYX,X
⊥)+g(X,LYX
⊥) = g(X,LYX
⊥), ∀Y ∈ V,
(7.3)
where fY is the potential function of Y . Then, LYX
⊥ takes values in D⊥ for every Y ∈ V
and D⊥ is invariant under V .
Point 2). If V consists of Euclidean vector fields on R2, then any one-dimensional invari-
ant distribution of rank one relative to V satisfies Dξ ∩ D
⊥
ξ = {0} for every ξ ∈ N due to
the absence of vector fields of module zero relative to g. The distribution D⊥ has rank one
due to the fact that g is non-degenerate. Hence, the Lie algebra has at least two different
invariant distribution of rank one. Hence, V is imprimitive or multiprimitive.
Point 3). Let DX be the distribution generated by a non-vanishing vector field X of
module zero relative to a hyperbolic metric g on the plane. Since the rank of D⊥X is equal
to the codimension of DX , namely dimD
⊥
X = 1, and g(X,X) = 0 by assumption, we get
D⊥X = DX . Assume that V is a Lie algebra of hyperbolic vector fields and Y ∈ V . Setting
X = X⊥ in (7.3), we obtain that LYX is perpendicular to X , hence LYX takes values in
D⊥X = DX and DX becomes invariant under the action of V . At a fixed point, there always
exist linearly independent tangent vectors with module zero relative to g. It is simple to
prove that such tangent vectors can be extended to two well-defined vector fields X1, X2 of
module zero on a neighborhood of the point spanning different distributions invariant under
the action of V . Hence, V is multi-primitive.
Let us prove that previous invariant distributions admit two-commuting generators.
Since X1 ∧ X2 6= 0 and X1, X2 ∈ X(R
2), then [X1, X2] = f1X1 + f2X2 for certain func-
tions f1, f2 ∈ C
∞(R2). For arbitrary functions h1, h2, we have [h1X1, h2X2] = h2(h1f1 −
X2h1)X1 + h1(h2f2 + X1h2)X2. It is trivial to show that there exist local non-vanishing
solutions of X2h1 = h1f1 and X1h2 = −h2f2 on an open interval of a point, e.g. as X1, X2
are non-vanishing vector fields at each point we can consider local coordinates rectifying
X1, X2. Hence Y1 := h1X1, Y2 := h2X2 commute and generate the distributions DX1 and
DX2, respectively.
Consider the distributions generated by Y1, Y2. Every vector field X ∈ V must leave
these distributions invariant. Requiring that LXYi belong to the distribution Di spanned by
Yi and recalling that Y1 ∧ Y2 6= 0, we obtain that, X = f
1
XY1+ f
2
XY2 with Y2f
1
X = Y1f
2
X = 0.
If V consists of Euclidean conformal vector fields and it is imprimitive, then it leaves in-
variant the distribution perpendicular to the invariant one. So, V is either multi-imprimitive
or primitive.
Proposition 7.3. The classes I1,P1,P2,P3,P4,P7, I
α=1
8 , I
r=1
14 are the only classes of Lie al-
gebras of Euclidean vector fields on R2. They are, up to diffeomorphism, the Lie subalgebras
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of P7.
Proof. Lemma 7.2 ensures that every Lie algebra of Euclidean vector fields on R2 must be
primitive or multi-imprimitive. Moreover, Lemma 7.1 states that there are no two linearly
independent Euclidean vector fields proportional at each point. In view of Table 4, these
conditions restrict the possible classes of Lie algebras of Euclidean vector fields on the plane
to
I1,P1,P2,P3,P4,P7, I4, I8, I
r=1
14A, I
r=1
14B.
The classes I1, P1, P2, P3, P4, P7, I
α=1
8 are obviously contained in P7 as is easily seen from
Table 4 (see also [6]). Every Lie algebra of the class Ir=114 , namely the classes I
r=1
14A or I
r=1
14B,
can be mapped through a change of variables into a Lie subalgebra of P7. Since P7 is a Lie
algebra of Euclidean vector fields, all previously mentioned Lie algebras are also. Therefore,
it remains only to analyze the other options: I4 and I8 for α 6= 1.
Let us prove by contradiction that I4 is not a Lie algebra of Euclidean vector fields.
Assume the opposite. In view of Table 4, the Lie algebra I4 leaves invariant only two one-
dimensional invariant distributions D1 = 〈∂x〉 and D2 = 〈∂y〉. In view of Lemma 7.2 and the
previous remark, the vector fields taking values in D1 and D2 must be orthogonal between
themselves and g must take the form g = g11dx ⊗ dx + g22dy ⊗ dy for nowhere vanishing
functions gxx, gyy. Since I4 is by assumption a Lie algebra of Euclidean vector fields relative
to g, it follows that it must be a Lie algebra of conformal vector fields relative to a metric
gC := dx⊗ dx+ (g22/g11)dy ⊗ dy. Imposing LXgC = fXg for every X ∈ I4, it is easily seen
that g11/g22 = 0 and gC is not a metric. Hence, I4 is not a Lie algebra of Euclidean vector
fields. Similarly, it can be proved that Iα6=18 is not a Lie algebra of Euclidean vector fields.
All Lie subalgebras of vector fields of P7 consist of Euclidean vector fields. Therefore,
they all must be among the described in our proposition. As mentioned above, all previous
vector fields can be mapped through a change of variables into Lie subalgebras of P7. Hence,
P7 contains all finite-dimensional Lie algebras of conformal vector fields on the plane with
respect to a Euclidean metric.
Proposition 7.4. Every Lie algebra of Euclidean and projective vector fields on R2 is dif-
feomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P2, P3 or P4.
Proof. Lemma 7.3 characterizes all classes of finite-dimensional Lie algebras of Euclidean
vector fields on R2. To prove our result, it is necessary to determine which of them are
also diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of P8. Finally, we show that all Lie algebras that are
projective and Euclidean are diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of P2, P3 or P4.
Let us check all the Lie algebras of Euclidean vector fields given in Proposition 7.3. Table
4 shows that I1, P1, P4, I
α=1
8 , I
r=1
14B, I
r=1
14A are Lie subalgebras of P8 and therefore they consist
of projective vector fields. Since P7 ≃ so(3, 1) and P8 ≃ sl(3), it follows that P7 is not
isomorphic to any Lie subalgebra of sl(3). It remains to verify whether P2 and P3 can be
mapped into a Lie subalgebra of P8.
Let us prove that P3 is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P8. Observe that P8 ≃ sl(3)
admits a Lie subalgebra isomorphic to so(3). In view of Table 4, there exists only one
finite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields on the plane isomorphic to so(3), namely P3.
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Then P3 must be diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P8 and it becomes a Lie algebra of
Euclidean projective vector fields.
Now, we show that P8 admits a Lie subalgebra diffeomorphic to P2. Consider the Lie
subalgebra of P8 spanned by the vector fields (cf. Table 4)
Y1 = −xy∂x + (2x− y
2)∂y, Y2 = −2x∂x − y∂y, Y3 = −y∂x − 2∂y.
Since [Y1, Y2] = Y1, [Y1, Y3] = 2Y2, [Y2, Y3] = Y3, we have 〈Y1, Y2, Y3〉 ≃ sl(2). Using the
formalism developed in [7], the above Lie algebra can be locally mapped into P2 around a
point of R2 if and only if the sign of the determinant of the coefficients of the tensor field
R = Y1⊗ Y3+ Y3⊗ Y1− 2Y2⊗ Y2 is positive around such a point. In our case, we have that
R = 2x(y2−4x)∂x⊗∂x+2(y
2−4x)∂y⊗∂y+y(y
2−4x)(∂x⊗∂y+∂y⊗∂x)⇒ detR = (4x−y
2)3.
Hence, the above Lie algebra is locally diffeomorphic to P2 if and only if 4x > y
2. Hence,
P2 can be considered as a Lie algebra of Euclidean and projective vector fields.
Let us finally show that previous Lie algebras are diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of P2,
P3 and P4. It was proved in [6] that I14A, I14B , I
α=1
8 and P1 are contained in P4. Since P2
and P3 are simple and P4 is solvable, it follows that P2 and P3 are not isomorphic to any Lie
subalgebra of P4. Hence, any Lie algebra of Euclidean projective vector fields on the plane
is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P2, P3 or P4.
Proposition 7.5. A Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra on R2 consists of hyperbolic vector fields if
and only if it is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I11, namely I1−I4, I6, I8, I9−I11, I
r=1
14B, I
r=1
15B.
Proof. Lemma 7.2 states that every Lie algebra V of hyperbolic vector fields on R2 admits,
at least, two different invariant distributions spanned by two commuting vector fields Y1, Y2
and every Z ∈ V can be brought into the form Z = f 1ZY1 + f
2
ZY2 for some f
1
Z , f
2
Z ∈ C
∞(R2)
with Y2f
1
Z = Y1f
2
Z = 0. In view of Table 4, the only options are those given in the corollary.
Additionally, it can be proved immediately that these Lie algebras are Lie subalgebras of I11
and they are therefore diffeomorphic to a Lie algebra of hyperbolic vector fields.
Proposition 7.6. A Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of vector fields on R2 consists of projective
hyperbolic vector fields if and only if it is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I4 or I9.
Proof. Proposition 7.5 establishes that the Lie algebras of hyperbolic vector fields are the
Lie subalgebras of I11. Let us determine which of them are diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras
of P8. Such algebras can also be considered as Lie algebras of projective vector fields. Many
of the Lie subalgebras of I11 can be proved not to be diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P8
using the following argument. A long but straightforward computation shows that the only
three-dimensional Lie subalgebra of P8 spanning a one-dimensional distribution is spanned
by the vector fields
x∂x + y∂y, x(x∂x + y∂y), y(x∂x + y∂y).
Since the last two vector fields commute among themselves, these vector fields do not span
a Lie algebra isomorphic to sl(2). So, there is no Lie subalgebra isomorphic to sl(2) in P8
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spanning a distribution of rank one. As a consequence, I3 is not diffeomorphic to any Lie
subalgebra of P8. all other Lie subalgebras of I11 containing a Lie subalgebra diffeomorphic
to I3, namely I6, I10 and I11 as seen in Table 4, are not diffeomorphic to any Lie subalgebra
of P8 either.
The remaining Lie subalgebras of I11 can be shown to be diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras
of P8. In view of Table 4, the Lie algebras I1, I2, I8, I9, I
r=1
14B, I
r=1
15B are trivially contained in
P8. It was shown in the proof of Proposition 7.4 that I4 is locally diffeomorphic to one of
the Lie subalgebras of P8. The Lie algebras I
r=1
14A and I
r=1
15B can be shown to be diffeomorphic
to Lie subalgebras of P8 using the change of variables y¯ = e
−cxy, x¯ = x.
All above-mentioned Lie algebras are diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of I4 or I9. As
I4 cannot be contained in I9 because I9 does not contain any Lie subalgebra isomorphic to
sl(2), it follows that every Lie algebra of projective hyperbolic vector fields on the plane is
locally diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I4 or I9.
Table 2: All Lie algebras of Euclidean and hyperbolic vector fields on R2 according to Propositions
from 7.3 to 7.6 and their inclusion relations. Lie algebras, which can also be considered as Lie alge-
bras of projective vector fields, are highlighted in red. Arrows indicate all inclusion relations among
Lie algebras. Such inclusion relations can easily be obtained after a long but simple computation.
In bold are highlighted those Lie algebras of Hamiltonian vector fields relative to a symplectic
structure (see [6] for details)
P7
P4
OO
P3
BB☎☎☎☎☎☎☎☎☎☎
P2
GG
P1
ii❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
Iα=18
mm
Ir=1
14A ≃ h2
OO 44
Ir=1
14B ≃ R
2
66♥♥♥♥
OO
I11
I10
OO
I6
OO
I9
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
I4
::
I3
OO
I8
OO
Ir=1
15B
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
mm
Ir=1
14A ≃ h2
22❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
OO
I2
OO
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣ Ir=1
14B ≃ R
2
66♥♥♥♥
OO
8. Second-order Riccati chain equations and conformal Riccati equations
The findings of the previous section allow us to characterize when second-order Riccati
chain equations can be related to hyperbolic and/or Euclidean Riccati equations. In this
case, superposition rules depending on fewer particular solutions are available [5]. To prove
these results, we make use of the following Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2.
Lemma 8.1. The Lie algebra P4 is the only four-dimensional solvable Lie algebra V of
vector fields on R2 such that: a) the vector fields of the ideal [V, V ] span a distribution of
rank two and dim[V, V ] = 2 and b) V acts irreducibly on [V, V ] via the adjoint representation.
Proof. In view of Table 4, there exist six classes of solvable four-dimensional Lie algebras
of vector fields on R2 spanning a distribution of rank two: P4, I9, I14 for r = 3, I15 for
r = 2, I16 for r = 1 and I17 for r = 2. If we demand that their first derived Lie algebra be
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Table 3: Non-exhaustive tree of inclusion relations between classes of the GKO classification. The
diagram details all Lie subalgebras of I11 and P7. We write A → B when a subclass of A is
diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of B. Every Lie algebra includes I1. In bold and italics are
classes with Hamiltonian Lie algebras and rank one associated distributions, respectively. Colors
help to distinguish the arrows.
dim > 6 P8 I20
r=1oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
dim 6→ P7 P6
OO
I11 I19
99ssss
I18
r=1rr ❩❬
❭❭❪❫❫❴❵❵❛❜❜❝❞
OO
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OO
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OO
I16
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qq ❬❭❭
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99ssss
I15
▼
▼
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OO
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OO
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ff▲▲▲▲▲
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OO
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s
s
Ir>1
14
oo
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HH
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✤
✤
✤
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❩❩
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❩ α=−1
❙❘
P
❖
◆
▼
▲ 55
OO
❥ ❦
❦ ❦
❧ ❧
❧ ♠
♠ ♠
♥ ♥
♥ ♦
I5
jj
OO
99rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
I4
ll
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Ir>1
12
❍❍ tt
OO
dim 2→ Ir=1
14A ≃ h2
::
22 11
44
00
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bb
I2 ≃ h2
>>::
66
OO
EE✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡✡
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::
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❴
✔
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two-dimensional and span a distribution of rank two, then the above list reduces to P4, I9,
I16 for r = 1 and α = 1. All of these Lie algebras are of the form R
2 ⋉ R2, where the ideal
is the first-derived series of the Lie algebra. Let us determine how elements of P4 act on
[P4,P4] irreducibly under the adjoint representation.
We see in Table 4 that P4 admits a basis X1, X2, X3, X4. Let us fix a basis B := {X1, X2}
for the first derived Lie algebra. The vector field Z := aX3 + bX4 + cX1 + dX2, with
a, b, c, d ∈ R, acts on the Abelian ideal 〈X1, X2〉 = [P4,P4] as a morphism having the
following matrix in the chosen basis
AZ := [adZ ]
B
B =
(
−a −b
b −a
)
. (8.1)
Therefore, P4 acts on [P4,P4] irreducibly (over R). Meanwhile, we note by inspecting Table
4 that the Lie algebra I9 admits a one-dimensional ideal spanned by X1 ∈ [I9, I9] and the Lie
algebra I16 with α = 1 and r = 1 admits a one-dimensional ideal spanned by X2 ∈ [I16, I16].
Hence, I9 and I16, with α = 1 and r = 1, do not act irreducibly on their first derived ideals.
This finishes our proof.
Second-order Riccati chain equations are hereafter written as a first-order system related
to an x-dependent vector field XRC2 . The irreducible Lie algebra V2 of X
RC
2 is spanned by
linear combinations of the vector fields Γ0 := (X
RC
2 )x0 and {∆x,x0 := (X
RC
2 )x− (X
RC
2 )x0}x∈R
and their successive Lie brackets for arbitrary x0 ∈ R. Although ∆x,x0 depends on the
arbitrarily chosen x, x0, the linear space ∆ := 〈∆x,x0, x ∈ R〉 has an intrinsic meaning
independent of them. We say that a second-order Riccati chain equation is strictly non-
autonomous if ∆ 6= 0, i.e. ∆x,x0 6= 0 for some x, x0 ∈ R. The elements of ∆ related to a
strictly non-autonomous second-order Riccati chain equation span a generalized distribution
of rank at most one at any point of TR.
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Table 4: We here describe the so-called GKO classification of the 8 + 20 finite-dimensional real
Lie algebras of vector fields on the plane and their most relevant features. The first (one or two)
vector fields which are written between brackets form a modular generating system. The functions
ξ1(x), . . . , ξr(x) and 1 are linearly independent and the functions η1(x), . . . , ηr(x) form a basis of
fundamental solutions for an r-order homogeneous differential equation with constant coefficients
[22, pp. 470–471]. Finally, g = g1 ⋉ g2 means that g is the direct sum (as linear subspaces) of g1
and g2, where g2 is an ideal of g.
# Primitive Basis of vector fields Xi Domain Inv. Dis
P1 Aα ≃ R ⋉ R
2 ∂x, ∂y , α(x∂x + y∂y) + y∂x − x∂y , α ≥ 0 R
2 −
P2 sl(2) ∂x, x∂x + y∂y , (x
2 − y2)∂x + 2xy∂y R
2
y 6=0 −
P3 so(3) y∂x − x∂y , (1 + x
2 − y2)∂x + 2xy∂y , 2xy∂x + (1 + y
2 − x2)∂y R
2 −
P4 R
2
⋉ R
2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x + y∂y, y∂x − x∂y R
2 −
P5 sl(2) ⋉ R
2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x − y∂y, y∂x, x∂y R
2 −
P6 gl(2) ⋉ R
2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, y∂x, x∂y , y∂y R
2 −
P7 so(3, 1) ∂x, ∂y , x∂x+y∂y, y∂x−x∂y, (x
2−y2)∂x+2xy∂y, 2xy∂x+(y
2−x2)∂y R
2 −
P8 sl(3) ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, y∂x, x∂y , y∂y, x
2∂x + xy∂y, xy∂x + y
2∂y R
2 −
# Mono-imprimitive Basis of vector fields Xi Domain Inv. Dis
I5 sl(2) ∂x, 2x∂x + y∂y, x
2∂x + xy∂y R
2
y 6=0 ∂y
I7 gl(2) ∂x, y∂y, x∂x, x
2∂x + xy∂y R
2
y 6=0 ∂y
I12 R
r+1 ∂y, ξ1(x)∂y, . . . , ξr(x)∂y, r ≥ 1 R
2 ∂y
I13 R ⋉ R
r+1 ∂y, y∂y, ξ1(x)∂y , . . . , ξr(x)∂y , r ≥ 1 R
2 ∂y
I14 R ⋉ R
r ∂x, η1(x)∂y , η2(x)∂y, . . . , ηr(x)∂y, (r > 1, η
′
1(x) 6= η1(x)) R
2 ∂y
I15 R
2
⋉ R
r ∂x, y∂y, η1(x)∂y , . . . , ηr(x)∂y, (r > 1, η
′
1(x) 6= η1(x)) R
2 ∂y
I16 C
r
α≃h2⋉R
r+1 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x + αy∂y, x∂y , . . . , x
r∂y , r ≥ 1, α ∈ R R
2 ∂y
I17 R ⋉ (R ⋉ R
r) ∂x, ∂y , x∂x + (ry + x
r)∂y, x∂y, . . . , x
r−1∂y , r ≥ 1 R
2 ∂y
I18 (h2⊕R)⋉R
r+1 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, x∂y , y∂y , x
2∂y , . . . , x
r∂y , r ≥ 1 R
2 ∂y
I19 sl(2) ⋉ R
r+1 ∂x, ∂y , x∂y , 2x∂x + ry∂y, x
2∂x + rxy∂y, x
2∂y , . . . , x
r∂y , r ≥ 1 R
2 ∂y
I20 gl(2) ⋉ R
r+1 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, x∂y , y∂y , x
2∂x + rxy∂y, x
2∂y , . . . , x
r∂y, r ≥ 1 R
2 ∂y
# Multi-imprimitive Basis of vector fields Xi Domain Inv. Dis
I1 R ∂x R
2 ∂y , ∂x + h(y)∂y
I2 h2 ∂x, x∂x R
2 ∂x, ∂y
I3 sl(2) ∂x, x∂x, x
2∂x R
2 ∂x, ∂y
I4 sl(2) ∂x + ∂y , x∂x + y∂y, x
2∂x + y
2∂y R
2
x 6=y ∂x, ∂y
I6 gl(2) ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, x
2∂x R
2 ∂x, ∂y
I
α 6=1
8
Bα 6=1 ≃ R ⋉ R
2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x + αy∂y, 0 < |α| ≤ 1, α 6= 1 R
2 ∂x, ∂y
Iα=18 B1 ≃ R ⋉ R
2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x + y∂y R
2 λx∂x + λy∂y
I9 h2 ⊕ h2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, y∂y R
2 ∂x, ∂y
I10 sl(2) ⊕ h2 ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, y∂y, x
2∂x R
2 ∂x, ∂y
I11 sl(2) ⊕ sl(2) ∂x, ∂y , x∂x, y∂y, x
2∂x, y
2∂y R
2 ∂x, ∂y
Ir=114A R ⋉ R ∂x, e
cx∂y , c ∈ R\0 R
2 ecx∂y , ∂x + cy∂y
Ir=114B R ⋉ R ∂x, ∂y R
2 λx∂x + λy∂y
Ir=115A R
2
⋉ R ∂x, y∂y, e
cx∂y , c ∈ R\0 R
2 ecx∂y , ∂x + cy∂y
Ir=115B R
2
⋉ R ∂x, y∂y, ∂y R
2 ∂x, ∂y
To simplify our presentation, we assume in what follows that ∆ 6= 0 and XRC2 is written
in the coordinate system {ξ1 := x, ξ2 := v + cu
2} on R2 which allows us to consider XRC2
in the form of a projective equation on R2. Additionally, we set ∂i := ∂/∂ξi for i = 1, 2.
Observe that ∆x,x0 = P (x, ξ)∂2 for a certain polynomial P (x, ξ) in the variables ξ1, ξ2 with x-
dependent coefficients. Evidently, ∆x1,x0 ∧∆x2,x0 = 0 for arbitrary x0, x1, x2 ∈ R. Moreover,
we define Γ0 := (X
RC
2 )x0 and Γ1 := ∆x1,x0 for x1, x0 such that ∆x1,x0 6= 0. Hence, there exist
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constants c0, c1, c2, c¯0, c¯1, c¯2 ∈ R such that
Γ0 :=
[
c¯0 +
2∑
α=1
c¯αξα
]
∂2 + ξ2∂1 − cξ1
2∑
α=1
ξα∂α, Γ1 :=
[
c0 +
2∑
α=1
cαξα
]
∂2 6= 0. (8.2)
Lemma 8.2. Strictly non-autonomous second-order Riccati chain equations, written as a
first-order system, do not admit any Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of locally Hamiltonian
vector fields relative to a symplectic structure on TR. A strictly non-autonomous second-
order affine Riccati chain equation is Hamiltonian if and only if any pair of vector fields
Γ0,Γ1 satisfies one of the following conditions
a) c2 = c¯2 = 0, b) c1 = c¯1 = 0, c2c¯0 − c0c¯1c2 = 0. (8.3)
Proof. Let us proceed by contradiction. Assume that the irreducible Lie algebra V2 as-
sociated with our strictly non-autonomous second-order chain Riccati equation consists of
Hamiltonian vector fields relative to a symplectic structure. Then, Γ0 and Γ1 must be Hamil-
tonian vector fields relative to a symplectic structure Ω := fdξ1 ∧ dξ2 on R
2 (see Table 3
or cf. [6]). This amounts to the fact LΓ0Ω = LΓ1Ω = 0 for a non-vanishing function f . In
coordinates, these conditions read[
c¯0 +
2∑
α=1
c¯αξα − cξ1ξ2
]
∂2f +
[
ξ2 − cξ
2
1
]
∂1f + (c¯2− 3cξ1)f =
[
c0 +
2∑
α=1
cαξα
]
∂2f + c2f = 0.
Writing the above as ∂1f = F1(ξ)f, ∂2f = F2(ξ)f , a locally non-vanishing defined solution
f exists if and only if ∂1 log |f | = F1(ξ), ∂2 log |f | = F2(ξ) has a solution. This amounts to
the fact that the one-form θ = F1dξ1 + F2dξ2 is closed. In coordinates,
θ =
1
ξ2 − cξ
2
1
(
3cξ1 − c¯2 +
c2(c¯0 +
∑2
α=1 c¯αξα − cξ1ξ2)
c0 +
∑2
α=1 cαξα
)
dξ1 −
c2
c0 +
∑2
α=1 cαξα
dξ2. (8.4)
A long but straightforward computation shows that dθ = 0 if and only if
∂2F1 − ∂1F2 = c0c2c¯0 − c
2
0c¯2 + (3cc
2
1 − c
2c0c2 − cc
2
2c¯1 + cc1c2c¯2)ξ
3
1 + (2c
2
2c¯0 − 2c0c2c¯2)ξ2
+ c1c2ξ
2
2 + ξ
2
1(6cc0c1 − cc
2
2c¯0 + c1c2c¯1 − c
2
1c¯2 + cc0c2c¯2 + 4cc1c2ξ2)
+ ξ1(3cc
2
0 + c1c2c¯0 + c0c2c¯1 − 2c0c1c¯2) + (6cc0c2 + 2c
2
2c¯1 − 2c1c2c¯2)ξ1ξ2 + 2cc
2
2ξ1ξ
2
2 = 0.
Obviously, this happens if ond only if Γ1 = 0, which contradicts our assumption Γ1 6= 0, i.e.
the second-order Riccati chain equation is strictly non-autonomous, and V2 cannot consist
of Hamiltonian vector fields relative to any symplectic structure.
In the case of strictly non-autonomous affine second-order Riccati chain equations, the
conditions to admit a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields relative to
a symplectic structure read as in (8.4) but with c = 0. Hence,
∂2F1 − ∂1F2 = c0(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2) + 2c2(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2)ξ2 + c1c2ξ
2
2 + ξ
2
1c1(c2c¯1 − c1c¯2)
+ ξ1(c1(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2) + c0(c2c¯1 − c1c¯2)) + 2c2(c2c¯1 − c1c¯2)ξ1ξ2 = 0.
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A necessary condition for this equality to hold is c1c2 = 0. So, the above equation is
equivalent to
c0(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2) + 2c2(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2)ξ2 + c1c2ξ
2
2 − ξ
2
1c
2
1c¯2
+ ξ1(c1(−c0c¯2) + c0(c2c¯1 − c1c¯2)) + 2c
2
2c¯1ξ1ξ2 = 0.
Another necessary conditions are c1c¯2 = 0, c2c¯1 = 0. Hence, the previous equation has the
same solutions as
c0(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2) + 2c2(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2)ξ2 + c1c2ξ
2
2 − ξ
2
1c
2
1c¯2 + 2c
2
2c¯1ξ1ξ2 = 0.
The above equation has the same set of solutions as the system
c1(c
2
2 + c¯
2
2) = 0, (c
2
0 + c
2
2)(c2c¯0 − c0c¯2) = 0, c¯1c2 = 0.
Let us write down all solutions by analyzing the first equations. There are two options c1 = 0
or c2 = c¯2 = 0. If c2 = c¯2 = 0, then the above system of equations is satisfied and we obtain
the case a) detailed in the present lemma. If c1 = 0, then c2c¯0 − c0c¯2 = 0 and c¯1c2 = 0. The
last condition gives two subcases: c¯1 = 0 or c2 = 0. The subcase c¯1 = 0 gives the case b)
detailed in the present. Meanwhile, c2 = 0 leads to c0 6= 0 and c¯2 = 0. Nevertheless, this
case is a particular subcase of case a). Hence, dθ = 0 in the case c = 0 if and only if some
of the two sets of conditions (8.3) are satisfied.
Note 8.3. Observe that the conditions (8.3) do not depend on the chosen Γ0 and Γ1 6= 0.
Theorem 8.4. A strictly non-autonomous second-order Riccati chain equation can be mapped
through an autonomous diffeomorphism into a Euclidean Riccati equation if and only if it
takes the form:
d2u
dx2
= −3cu
du
dx
−c2u3+f(x)c0+c0(c1+c¯2)+
[
f(x)c1 + c
2
1/2− 1
]
u+[f(x)c2+c¯2]
(
cu2 +
du
dx
)
.
(8.5)
for any non-constant x-dependent function f(x), coefficients c1, c0 ∈ R such that c
2
1−4c0c2c <
0 with c2 ∈ R\{0}, and arbitrary c¯2 ∈ R. A strictly non-autonomous second-order affine
Riccati chain equation is diffeomorphic to a Euclidean Riccati equation if and only if
a) α1(x) = α2(x) = 0, c¯
2
2 + 4c¯1 < 0 b) α0(x) = α1(x) = c¯0 = c¯1 = 0.
Proof. Let V2 be the irreducible Lie algebra of X
RC
2 . If X
RC
2 can be mapped into a Euclidean
Riccati equation on R2, then V2 must consist of Euclidean vector fields relative to some
Euclidean metric on R2. The Lie algebra V2 is generated by Γ0, the vector fields {∆x,x0}x∈R,
and their successive Lie brackets. Let us determine under which conditions Γ0 and {∆x,x0}x∈R
generate a Lie algebra V2 of Euclidean vector fields relative to a Euclidean metric on R
2.
In view of Lemma 7.1, every two linearly independent (over R) Euclidean vector fields
X1, X2 satisfy X1 ∧ X2 6= 0. As the vector fields {∆x,x0}x∈R are Euclidean by assumption,
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∆x1,x0 ∧ ∆x2,x0 = 0 for arbitrary x1, x2 ∈ R, and there is one non-zero ∆x,x0 because the
second-order Riccati chain equation is strictly non-autonomous, we see that the {∆x,x0}x∈R
must all generate a one-dimensional linear space. Hence, there exists an x-dependent func-
tion f(x) such that ∆x,x0 = f(x)Γ1 for Γ1 6= 0. Since X
RC
2 is not autonomous, we get that
f(x) is non-constant and the {(XRC2 )x}x∈R generate, at least, a two-dimensional Lie algebra
spanned by Γ0,Γ1 and their successive Lie brackets. Since Γ0 ∧ Γ1 6= 0, the Lie algebra V2
gives rise to a distribution of rank two.
Theorem 5.1 ensures that Γ0 and Γ1 are contained in the Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra
P8 ≃ sl(3). If we additionally require Γ0 and Γ1 to be Euclidean, then Proposition 7.4 states
that V2 must be diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P2, P3 or P4. Let us study divide our
analysis into the case when V2 is diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of P4 and when it is not.
⋄ I) The Lie algebra V2 is diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of P4
If V2 is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P4 ≃ R
2⋉R2, then any Lie bracket involving
elements of V2, e.g. Γ0 and Γ1, must belong to an Abelian ideal of V2. For instance, the
vector fields Υ1 := [Γ1,Γ0],Υ2 := [Γ1,Υ1],Υ3 := [Γ0,Υ1], with coordinate expressions
Υ1 = (c0 + c1ξ1 + c2ξ2)∂1 + [c0c¯2 − c2c¯0 + (−cc0 + c1c¯2 − c2c¯1)ξ1 − c1ξ2]∂2 6= 0,
Υ2 = c2(c0 + c1ξ1 + c2ξ2)∂1−[c0(2c1 + c2c¯2)−c
2
2c¯0 + (2c
2
1−cc0c2−c
2
2c¯1+c1c2c¯2)ξ1 + c1c2ξ2]∂2,
Υ3 = [2c2c¯0 − c¯2c0 + cc1ξ
2
1 + (3cc0 + 2c2c¯1 − c1c¯2 + cc2ξ2)ξ1 + (2c1 + c2c¯2)ξ2]∂1+
[−c1c¯0 + c2c¯0c¯2 − c0(c¯1 + c¯
2
2) + (−2c¯1c2 + c1c¯2 + cc2ξ2)ξ2
+ (−cc2c¯0 − 2c1c¯1 + 2cc0c¯2 + c2c¯1c¯2 − c1c¯
2
2 + cc1ξ2)ξ1]∂2
must satisfy the relations [Υ1,Υ2] = [Υ1,Υ3] = [Υ2,Υ3] = 0 giving rise to restrictions on
the form of Γ0 and Γ1. For example, we have to impose
0 = [Υ1,Υ2] =
[
2c2(c0c1 + c0c2c¯2 − c
2
2c¯0) + 2c2(c
2
1 − cc0c2 + c1c2c¯2 − c
2
2c¯1)ξ1
]
∂1
[−2(2c0c
2
1 − cc
2
0c2 − c1c
2
2c¯0 − c0c
2
2c¯1 + 2c1c0c2c¯2)
− 4c1(c
2
1 − cc0c2 − c
2
2c¯1 + c1c¯2c2)ξ1 − 2c2(c
2
1 − cc0c2 − c
2
2c¯1 + c1c2c¯2)ξ2]∂2.
The above vanishes, along with the Lie brackets [Υ1,Υ3], [Υ2,Υ3], if and only if
a) c2 6= 0, c¯0 =
c0
c22
(c1 + c2c¯2), c¯1 =
c21 − cc0c2 + c1c2c¯2
c22
, b) c = c1 = c2 = 0. (8.6)
Case I.a: Since c2 6= 0, the vector field Γ1 can be rescaled and c2 can be assumed to be
equal to one without varying V2. A set of generators for the Lie algebra V2 reads:
Y1 := (c0 + c1ξ1 + ξ2)∂2, Y3 := (c0 + c1ξ1 + ξ2)[∂1 − c1∂2],
Y2 := (−cξ
2
1 + ξ2)∂1 + {c0(c1 + c¯2) + c¯2ξ2 + ξ1[−cc0 + c1(c1 + c¯2)− cξ2]}∂2,
Y4 := {c0(2c1 + c¯2) + cc1ξ
2
1 + (2c1 + c¯2)ξ2 + ξ1[cc0 + c1(2c1 + c¯2) + cξ2]}∂1
+{cc20 − c0c1(2c1 + c¯2)− [−2cc0 + c1(2c1 + c¯2)]ξ2 + cξ
2
2 + ξ1[cc0c1 − c
2
1(2c1 + c¯2) + cc1ξ2]}∂2.
(8.7)
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Indeed, the commutation relations between Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 read:
[Y1, Y2] = Y3, [Y1, Y3] = Y3, [Y2, Y3] = Y4, [Y1, Y4] = Y4, [Y3, Y4] = 0,
[Y2, Y4] = (3c1 + 2c¯2)Y4 − (cc0 + (c1 + c¯2)(2c1 + c¯2))Y3.
(8.8)
Let us assume the affine, c = 0, and non-affine, c 6= 0, subcases.
I.a.1) Non-affine subcase: The vector fields Y1, . . . , Y4 become a basis for V2. Indeed, if∑4
α=1 µαYα = 0, then[
∂1,
[
∂2,
4∑
α=1
µαYα
]]
= µ4c(∂1 + c1∂2)− cµ2∂1 = 0,
[
∂2,
[
∂2,
3∑
α=1
µαYα
]]
= 2cµ4∂2 = 0.
Hence, µ2 = µ4 = 0 and, from here, it follows that µ1Y1+µ3Y3 = 0 implies that µ1 = µ3 = 0.
Therefore, the Lie algebra V2 has an Abelian two-dimensional ideal given by 〈Y3, Y4〉 and
Y3 ∧ Y4 = c(c0 + c1ξ1 + ξ2)
3∂1 ∧ ∂2 6= 0.
The elements Y1, Y2 − Y3 act on the ideal 〈Y3, Y4〉 according to the matrices in the basis
{Y3, Y4} given by
[adY1] =
(
1 0
0 1
)
, [adY2−Y3] =
(
0 −(cc0 + 3c1c¯2 + c¯
2
2 + 2c
2
1)
1 3c1 + 2c¯2
)
. (8.9)
The elements of V2 act irreducibly on 〈Y3, Y4〉 if and only if
0 > (3c1 + 2c¯2)
2 − 4(cc0 + 3c1c¯2 + c¯
2
2 + 2c
2
1) = c
2
1 − 4c0c.
In view of Lemma 8.1, V2 is diffeomorphic to P4 under the assumed conditions. It is only left
to recall that the above condition applies to a rescaled Γ1 with c2 = 1. Hence, the condition
for a general Γ1 with no rescaled coefficients reads c
2
1 − 4c0c2c < 0. Indeed, recall that the
fact XRC2 is associated with a conformal Riccati equation is independent of the chosen Γ1
and that this vector field can be determined up to a proportional constant without varying
V2.
I.a.2) Affine subcase: We can choose among Γ0,Γ1 and the vector fields of (8.7) a set of
generators of V2 of the form
Y1 := (c0 + c1ξ1 + ξ2)∂2, Y3 := (c0 + c1ξ1 + ξ2)∂1, Y2 := ξ2(∂1 − c1∂2). (8.10)
Since (Y3−c1Y1)∧Y2 = 0, Lemma 7.1 ensures that V2 is not a Lie algebra of Euclidean vector
fields unless Y3 − c1Y1 and Y2 are linearly dependent. This only happens for c0 = c1 = 0,
which in view of (8.6) implies that c¯0 = c¯1 = 0. In this case, V2 is non-Abelian, two-
dimensional and it spans a distribution of rank two. Hence, it becomes diffeomorphic to a
Lie subalgebra of P4.
Case I.b: If c = c1 = c2 = 0, then the condition Γ1 6= 0 allows us to assume, by rescaling
Γ1, that c0 = 1 without changing V2. Hence, V2 possesses a basis
Y1 := ∂2, Y2 := ξ2∂1 + [c¯0 + c¯1ξ1 + c¯2ξ2]∂2, Y3 := ∂1, (8.11)
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which admits an invariant distribution generated by 2∂1+ (c¯2±
√
c¯22 + 4c¯1)∂2 for c¯
2
2+4c¯1 ≥
0 and it is primitive otherwise. Proposition 7.3 implies that the only three-dimensional
imprimitive Euclidean Lie algebra of vector fields is Iα=18 . Nevertheless, dim[I
α=1
8 , I
α=1
8 ] = 2
and every element of [Iα=18 , I
α=1
8 ] is an ideal of I
α=1
8 . As [V2, V2] = 〈∂1 + c¯2∂2, c¯1∂2〉, the Lie
algebra V2 can only be diffeomorphic to I
α=1
8 for c¯1 6= 0. But in this case Y1 ∈ [V2, V2] and
Y1 does not span an ideal of I
α=1
8 . Hence, V2 is not diffeomorphic to I
α=1
8 . In view of Table
4, the only three-dimensional primitive Lie algebra of vector fields on R2 is P1. Then, V2 is
diffeomorphic to P1 for c¯
2
2 + 4c¯1 < 0.
♦ II) The Lie algebra V2 is not diffeomorphic to Lie subalgebras of P4
Let us assume that Γ0 and Γ1 generate a Lie algebra V2 of Euclidean projective vector
fields that is not diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P4. In view of Proposition 7.4 and
Table 2, the Lie algebra V2 must be diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P2 or P3, which
are Lie algebras of Hamiltonian vector fields (cf. [6]). Lemma 8.2 ensures that c = 0 and Γ0
and Γ1 satisfy the conditions (8.3). We have two cases:
Case II.a: A first option is c2 = c¯2 = 0 . Hence, V2 is generated by
Y0 := Γ0 = ξ2∂1 + (c¯0 + c¯1ξ1)∂2, Y1 := Γ1 = (c0 + c1ξ1)∂2,
Y2 := (c0 + c1ξ1)∂1 − c1ξ2∂2, Y3 := (c0c¯1 − c1c¯0)∂2.
(8.12)
The above vector fields span a Lie algebra of dimension bigger than three for c1(c0c¯1−c1c¯0) 6=
0. Therefore, V2 can be a Lie subalgebra of P2 or P3 provided c1(c0c¯1− c1c¯0) = 0. If c1 = 0,
then [Y1, Y2] = 0 and V2 cannot be isomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P2 or P3. Meanwhile,
assuming that c0c¯1 − c1c¯0 = 0, with c1 6= 0, leads to the following commutation relations
[Y0, Y1] = −Y2, [Y1, Y2] = −2c1Y1, [Y0, Y2] = 2c1Y0 − 4c¯1Y1.
By making use of the Killing form related to this Lie algebra, we find that it is non-degenerate
of signature (2, 1). Hence, V2 is isomorphic to sl(2). The Casimir element related to it is,
up to a proportional constant, Y1 ⊗ Y0 + Y0 ⊗ Y1 −
2c¯1
c1
Y1 ⊗ Y1 +
1
2c1
Y2 ⊗ Y2. Its determinant
is zero. In view of Theorem 4.4 in [6], the Lie algebra V2 is diffeomorphic to I5 and it is not
diffeomorphic to P2.
Case II.b: The following case is given by c1 = c¯1 = 0 where (c2, c0) and (c¯2, c¯0) are
linearly dependent. The Lie algebra is spanned by vector fields of the form
Y0 := ξ2∂1, Y1 := (c0 + c2ξ2)∂2, Y2 := (c0 + c2ξ2)∂1. (8.13)
If these vector fields span a three-dimensional Lie algebra, i.e. c0 6= 0, then they admit a
two-dimensional Abelian ideal 〈Y1, Y2〉 and V2 is neither not isomorphic to P2 nor to P3. If
dimV2 = 2, namely c0 = 0, then V2 may be diffeomorphic to a two-dimensional Lie algebra
of type Ir=114A that is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of P4 and already appeared in the
previous subsection.
Finally, we characterize strictly non-autonomous second-order Riccati chain equations
that can be related to hyperbolic Riccati equations.
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Theorem 8.5. A strictly non-autonomous second-order Riccati chain equation is diffeomor-
phic, as a first-order system, to a hyperbolic Riccati equation when it takes the form
d2u
dx2
= −3cu
du
dx
−c2u3+f(x)c0+c0(c1+c¯2)+
[
f(x)c1 + c
2
1/2− 1
]
u+[f(x)c2+c¯2]
(
cu2 +
du
dx
)
.
(8.14)
where f(x) is a non-constant function, c21− 4c0c2c > 0 with c, c2 6= 0, and c¯2 ∈ R. A strictly
non-autonomous affine second-order Riccati chain equation is diffeomorphic to a hyperbolic
Riccati equation if and only if it takes the form (8.14) for c = 0 and c2 6= 0 or it satisfies
the following conditions
a) α1(x) = α2(x) = 0, c¯
2
2 + 4c¯1 > 0, b) α0(x) = α1(x) = c¯0 = c¯1 = 0,
c) c1 = c¯1 = 0, c1 6= 0, c0c¯2 − c2c¯0 = 0.
Proof. If XRC2 is diffeomorphic to a hyperbolic Riccati equation, then its irreducible Lie
algebra consists of projective and hyperbolic vector fields. Hence, Proposition 7.6 states that
XRC2 admits an irreducible Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra
of I4 or I9. As a consequence, further analysis is divided into two cases: V2 diffeomorphic to
a Lie subalgebra of I9, and V2 diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I4 not described in the
previous case.
♦ I) The Lie algebra V2 is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I9
If V2 is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I9, then Υ1 := [Γ1,Γ0], Υ2 := [Γ1,Υ1],
Υ3 := [Γ0,Υ1] belong to [I9, I9] ≃ R
2 and commute among themselves, i.e. [Υ1,Υ2] =
[Υ1,Υ3] = [Υ2,Υ3] = 0. This establishes conditions on the coefficients of Γ0 and Γ1, namely
the conditions (8.6) found in Theorem 8.4. We investigate the subcases c = 0 and c 6= 0.
I.a) Non-affine subcase: If we assume c 6= 0, then Γ1 and Γ0 must satisfy condition a) in
(8.6). It was already showed in the subcase I.a.1) of the proof of Theorem 8.4 that the Lie
algebra V2 related to this case has a basis Y1, . . . , Y4 given by (8.7). Since dim I9 = 4 and V2
is assumed to be diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I9, it follows that V2 is diffeomorphic
to I9 ≃ h2 ⊕ h2. It was also proved in the subcase I.a.1) of the proof of Theorem 8.4 that
V2 is diffeomorphic to P4 for c
2
1 − 4c0c2c < 0. Following the process given there, we obtain
that if c21 − 4c0c2c > 0, then [V2, V2] can be written as a non-trivial direct sum of subspaces
invariant under the adjoint action of V2. In view of Table 4 and recalling that the Lie algebra
[V2, V2] = 〈Y3, Y4〉 is two-dimensional and it spans a distribution of rank two, V2 becomes
diffeomorphic to I9. If c
2
1−4c0c2c = 0, then not every element of V2 diagonalizes when acting
on [V2, V2] as it happens for I9 acting on [I9, I9]. So, V2 is not diffeomorphic to I9.
I.b) Affine subcase: Let us consider both subcases given in conditions (8.6) for c = 0.
Consider the first set of conditions in (8.6). It was proved in subcase I.a.2) of the proof of
Theorem 8.4 that V2 admits a set of generators Y1, Y2, Y3 of the form (8.10). In fact,
[Y1, Y2] = Y3 − c1Y1, [Y2, Y3] = 0, [Y1, Y3] = Y3 − c1Y1.
In view of (8.10), dimV2 = 3 if and only if c
2
0 + c
2
1 6= 0. Assume that dimV2 = 3. In this
case, Y2 − Y3 belongs to the center of the Lie algebra and (Y3 − c1Y1) ∧ Y2 = 0. In view of
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Table 4 and Table 2, the Lie algebra V2 ≃ 〈Y2−Y3〉⊕ 〈Y3− c1Y1, V2〉 is diffeomorphic to I
r=1
15B
and V2 becomes diffeomorphic to a hyperbolic Lie algebra on R
2. If c0 = c1 = 0, then V2 is
non-Abelian, two-dimensional and spans a distribution of rank two. In view of Table 4, the
Lie algebra V2 becomes diffeomorphic to a Lie algebra of hyperbolic projective vector fields:
Ir=114A, which is not a Lie subalgebra. Due to the relations (8.6), this case leads to c¯0 = c¯1 = 0.
This shows that second-order Riccati equations (8.14) with c2 6= 0 and c = 0 are locally
diffeomorphic to a hyperbolic Riccati equation.
Let us assume the second set of conditions in (8.6), namely c2 = c1 = c = 0. As shown
in subcase I.b) of Theorem 8.4, the Lie algebra V2 is a three-dimensional Lie algebra with a
basis (8.11) and V2 will be imprimitive provided that c¯
2
2 + 4c¯1 ≥ 0. Lemma 7.2 ensures that
hyperbolic Lie algebras are imprimitive, so condition c¯22+4c¯1 ≥ 0 must be satisfied. Observe
that V2 has an ideal [V2, V2] = 〈Y1, Y3〉 and every element of V2 diagonalize when acting on
it for c¯22 + 4c¯1 > 0. Additionally two elements of V2 are proportional at each point if and
only if c¯1 = 0. In view of Lemma 8.1, the Lie algebra V2 is diffeomorphic to I8 for c¯1 6= 0. If
c¯1 = 0, then V2 is diffeomorphic to I
r=1
15B.
♦ II) The Lie algebra V2 is diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I4 and it is
not diffeomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of I9
Since I4 is three-dimensional. Hence, V2 is a three or two-dimensional Lie algebra, which
in view of Table 2 implies that V2 must be a Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields with
c = 0 satisfying conditions (8.3):
• Subcase c2 = c¯2 = 0. It was proved in the case II.a of the proof of Theorem 8.4 that V2
is spanned by the vector fields (8.12). So, dimV2 < 4 if and only if c¯1(c0c¯1− c1c¯0) = 0.
If c1 = 0, then [Y1, Y2] = 0 and V2 cannot be isomorphic to I4 ≃ sl(2). If c1 6= 0 and
c0c¯1− c1c¯0 = 0, then V2 becomes isomorphic to I5 (see again case II.a in Theorem 8.4.
• Subcase c1 = c¯1 = 0 with c0c¯2 − c2c¯0 = 0. It was proved in case II.b of the proof
of Theorem 8.4 that V2 is spanned by the vector fields (8.13). If c0 6= 0, then V2 is
three-dimensional and Y1, Y2 commute. Hence, V2 is not isomorphic to I4. If c0 = 0,
then c¯0 = 0 also and V2 is diffeomorphic to I
r=1
14A that was already described in part
I.a.2 of this proposition.
9. Applications of the Riccati hierarchy to partial differential equations
In this section we discuss the second-order Riccati chain equation or, equivalently, an
associative projective Riccati equation in order to study Ba¨cklund transformations for the
Sawada–Kotera (SK) and Kaup-Kupershmidt (KK) equations.
Let u be a real function on R2. The Sawada–Kotera [40] and Kaup–Kupershmidt [19, 32]
equations take the form
ut + (u4x + 30uuxx + 60u
3)x = 0,
ut +
(
u4x + 30uuxx +
45
2
u2x + 60u
3
)
x
= 0,
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respectively. Both partial differential equations are related to the linear spectral problem
[32]
Ψxxx + 6uΨx + (6R− λ)Ψ = 0, (9.1)
where Ψ, R : R → R are x-dependent functions and λ is a spectral parameter. More
specifically, the linear spectral problem (9.1) for the SK equations has R = 0 and R = ux/2
for the KK equations. The linear spectral problem gives rise to the Darboux transformations
[34]
(SK) u¯− u = ∂2x log Ψ, (KK) u¯− u =
1
2
∂2x log(ΨΨxx−
1
2
Ψ2x +3uΨ
2). (9.2)
Let us prove that Riccati equations of projective and conformal type can be used to study
the above Ba¨cklund transformations. A third-order differential equation can be considered
as a first-order system on the second-order tangent bundle, T2R ≃ R3, by adding new
variables v := dΨ/dx and a := dv/dx. Therefore, (9.1) can be studied through the linear
system

dΨ
dx
= v
dv
dx
= a
da
dx
= −6uv + (λ− 6R)Ψ
⇐⇒
d
dx

 Ψv
a

 =

 0 1 00 0 1
λ− 6R −6u 0



 Ψv
a

 . (9.3)
This is a linear system of differential equations associated with the Vessiot–Guldberg Lie
algebra spanned by the vector fields Xij = xi∂/∂xj with i 6= j. The linear function Ψ :
V → sl(3) mapping each vector field Xij into the traceless n×n matrix Mij with coefficients
(Mij)
l
k := −δ
i
kδ
l
j is a Lie algebra isomorphism.
If we set O := {(Ψ, v, a) ∈ T2R ≃ R3 : Ψ 6= 0}, we can define the projection pi : O ∋
(Ψ, v, a) 7→ (y1, y2) := (v/Ψ, a/Ψ) ∈ R
2. Since the system (9.3) is linear and every solution
can be multiplied by a constant to get another solution, we can perform a reduction which
is equivalent to applying the projection pi. Indeed, all elements of V are projectable onto
R2. The kernel of the Lie algebra morphism pi∗ : X ∈ V → pi∗X ∈ pi∗V is an ideal of V .
Since V ≃ sl(3) is simple, it has only the trivial ideals 0 and V . But if pi∗ is not identically
zero, then ker pi∗ = {0} and pi∗V ≃ V . Since the linear system (9.3) is associated with an
x-dependent vector field taking values in V , its projection is determined by an x-dependent
vector field taking values in the Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra pi∗V ≃ sl(3). It is known that
every Lie algebra of vector fields on the plane isomorphic to sl(3) is diffeomorphic to P8 and
an x-dependent vector field taking values in P8 gives rise, up to a change of variables, to a
projective Riccati equation (cf. [6]). In our case, the projection of (9.3) consists exactly of
the following projective Riccati equation

dy1
dx
= y2 − y
2
1,
dy2
dx
= −6uy1 + (6− λR)− y1y2,
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which is related to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra of vector fields P8 ≃ sl(3). Recall that
Theorem 4.1 tells us that this system is indeed equivalent to a second-order Riccati chain
equation.
It is interesting that the Ba¨cklund transformations (9.2) can be recast in the form
u¯ = u+ y1 − y
2
2, u¯ = u+
1
2
∂x
[
y2 + 3u˙+ 6uy1
y2 − y21/2 + 3u
]
.
This shows that Ba¨cklund transformations for the KK and KS equations do not really depend
on the linear spectral problem, but rather on the associated Riccati projective equations
which contain all the necessary information for their description.
Although the above procedure has been applied to the SK and KK equations, most of
the above arguments can be applied to many other PDEs, such as the Boussinesq equation
[20] or the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations [1], giving rise to similar results.
10. Superposition rules for Gambier equations
In this section we show how conformal Riccati equations can help in studying different
types of Gambier equations.
The second-order differential equation
d2y
dx2
−
3
4y
(
dy
dx
)2
+
3
2
y2
dy
dx
+
1
4
y3 + 6uy − 2λ = 0, (10.1)
where λ ∈ R and u is an arbitrary x-dependent function, belongs to the class of Gambier
differential equation G25 [21]. For an arbitrary x-dependent function u(x), this is not a Lie
system when written as a first-order system by adding a new variable v := dy/dx. Indeed,
consider the x-dependent vector field related to such a system
X = v∂y + [3v
2/(4y)− 3y2v/2 + y3/4− 2λ)∂v + 6uy∂v.
When u(x) is not a constant function, the irreducible Lie algebra related to X is spanned
by the vector fields
X1 = v∂y + [3v
2/(4y)− 3y2v/2 + y3/4− 2λ]∂v, X2 = y∂v,
and their successive Lie brackets. It is a long but straightforward computation to show that
X3 := [X1, X2] allows us to generate six vector fields Xk+1 := [X1, Xk], with k = 3, . . . , 8.
These vector fields are linearly independent over R. It can be proved that they generate an
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of vector fields.
Nevertheless, the contact transformation [21]
y :=
λ
dz/dx + z2/2 + 3u
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maps (10.1) into
d2z
dx2
+ 3z
dz
dx
+ z3 + 6uz + 3
du
dx
− λ = 0,
namely a second-order Riccati chain equation. This implies that every particular solution of
G25 can be described through particular solutions of different types of second-order Riccati
chain equations. We already proved that second-order Riccati equations are Lie systems
when written as first-order systems. Hence, (10.1) allows us to use a Lie system in order to
study a non-Lie system.
Lie systems can also be employed to study G27 [21], namely
d2y
dx2
=
1
2y
(
dy
dx
)2
− 2cy
(
dy
dx
)
− c2
y3
2
− a(x)y −
1
2y
. (10.2)
The differential equation (10.2) can be written as a first-order system

dy
dx
= v,
dv
dx
=
v2
2y
− 2cyv − c2
y3
2
− a(x)y −
1
2y
,
(10.3)
by adding a new variable v := dy/dx. Let us perform a change of variables given by
y = y−11 , v = −
c + y1y2
y21
.
This maps the Gambier equation (10.2), written as a first-order system, into a Riccati
conformal equation of the form

dy1
dx
= c+ y1y2,
dy2
dx
= a(x) +
1
2
(y21 + y
2
2).
Indeed, it is easy to prove that the vector field Xx = (c+y1y2)∂y1 +[a(x)+(y
2
1+y
2
2)/2]∂y2 is,
for every fixed x ∈ R, a conformal vector field relative to the metric dy1⊗dy1−dy2⊗dy2. In
this case, we have used an x-independent change of variables to map G27 into a Lie system,
which shows that (10.3) is a Lie system.
11. Lax pair associated with the Sturm-Liouville problem
Let us consider the Sturm-Liouville problem (SLP) for the function w(x, λ) with a given
potential function u(x)
d2
dx2
w(x, λ)− α (u(x), λ)w(x, λ) = 0, λ ∈ C. (11.1)
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The Sturm-Liouville problem appears in the analysis of relevant integrable systems, e.g. for
the Darboux-Treibich-Verdier potentials [42], which are the following rational trigonometric
and elliptic potentials respectivaly:
α(z) =
α1
z2
+α0, α =
α21a
2
sin2(az)
+
α2a
2
cos2(az)
+α0, α(z) =
3∑
i=1
αiP(z−ωi)+α4+α4P(z)+α0.
Here, α1, . . . , α4, a are arbitrary real constants and P(z) is the Weierstrass elliptic functions
with periods 2ω1, 2ω2 and ω3 = ω1 + ω2. The matrix linear problem for the wavefunction
Φ ∈ SL(2,C) associated with (11.1) has the form
∂xΦ = L([u], λ)Φ, where L([u], λ) =
(
0 1
α (u(x), λ) 0
)
∈ sl(2,C). (11.2)
We look for an sl(2,C)-valued matrix M([u], λ) such that the Lax pair
∂xM + [M,L] = 0 (11.3)
holds and is equivalent to equation (11.1). Here, we use the abbreviated notation of the
jet space [u] = (x, u, ux, uxx, . . .). The Lax pair (11.3) can be regarded as the compatibility
conditions of a linear spectral problem (LSP) of the form [25]
∂xΦ([u], λ, y) = L([u], λ)Φ([u], λ, y), ∂yΦ([u], λ, y) =M([u], λ)Φ([u], λ, y), (11.4)
where the matrices M and L are independent of the auxiliary variable y, i.e. ∂yL = ∂yM =
0, while the wavefunction Φ depends on [u], λ and the auxiliary variable y. Then the
wavefunction Φ can be given in the factored form
Φ =
(
w1 w2
d
dx
w1
d
dx
w2
)(
eay 0
0 e−ay
)
∈ SL(2,C), a ∈ C, (11.5)
where w1 and w2 are two linearly independent particular solutions of the LSP (11.1) which
can be parametrized by a function m(x) as follows
w1 = k1m
1/2 exp

a x∫
x0
ds
m

 , k1 ∈ C,
w2 = k1m
1/2 exp

a x∫
x0
ds
m

[k2 − 1
2ak21
exp
(
−2a
∫ x
x0
ds
m
)]
, k2 ∈ C.
(11.6)
The general form of the sl(2,C)-valued matrix function M is given by
M =
(
−1
2
mx m
4a2−m2x
4m
1
2
mx
)
,
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where the function m satisfies the Gambier equation written as the linear third-order differ-
ential equation [21, p. 27]
(∂3x − 4α∂x − 2αx)m = 0. (11.7)
The contact transformation
y1 :=
mx
m
, y2 :=
mxx
m
maps G25 onto the projective Riccati equations

dy1
dx
= y2 − y
2
1,
dy2
dx
= 4αy1 + 2αx − y2y1.
For arbitrary x-dependent coefficient α, the previous Lie system is related to the Vessiot–
Guldberg Lie algebras spanned by the vector fields
Z1 := (y2 − y
2
1)∂y1 − y2y1∂y2 , Z2 := y1∂y2 , Z3 := ∂y2 .
In view of Table 4, these vector fields are related to a Vessiot–Guldberg Lie algebra isomor-
phic to sl(3).
Finally, it is worth noting that equation (11.7) admits a first integral
2mmxx −m
2
x − 4αm
2 +K = 0, K ∈ R. (11.8)
Equation (11.8) can be written as a first-order system by adding a new variable v = mx

dm
dx
= v,
dv
dx
=
v2
2m
+ 2αm.
This differential equations is related to an x-dependent vector field X = 2αX1 +X3, where
X1 := v
∂
∂m
+
v2
2m
∂
∂v
, X2 := m
∂
∂m
, X3 := m
∂
∂v
have commutation relations
[X1, X2] = X1, [X1, X3] = −X2, [X2, X3] = X3.
By using the Killing form, we obtain that the Lia algebra V = 〈X1, X2, X3〉 is isomorphic
to sl(2). In view of Table 4 and using that this Lie algebra spans a distribution of rank two,
this Lie algebra must be diffeomorphic to one of the classes I4, I5, P2. To determine exactly
to which class V is diffeomorphic to, we make use of of [7, Theorem 4.4]. The Casimir tensor
field for this case reads
R = Y1 ⊗ Y3 + Y3 ⊗ Y1 + Y2 ⊗ Y2 = m
2∂m ⊗ ∂m + v
2∂v ⊗ ∂v + vm(∂m ⊗ ∂v + ∂v ⊗ ∂m).
Hence, the determinant of the coefficients is zero and in view of the above-mentiond theorem
V is locally diffeomorphic to I5. In view of the Table 3 and Table 4, this is a Lie algebra
of projective vector fields. We see from Table 2 that it is not related to a Lie algebra of
conformal vector fields.
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12. Conclusions and Outlook
The main objective of this study is to prove that the members of the Riccati hierarchy are
equivalent to projective Riccati equations. This allows us to identify Riccati chain equations
as the equations described by an x-dependent vector field taking values in the Lie algebra
of projective vector fields of a flat Riemannian metric. The change of variables mapping the
flat Riemannian metric into a diagonal form is the change of variables mapping Riccati chain
equations into projective Riccati equations. As an application, we have derived superposition
rules for all Riccati chain equations.
We have studied the relations between the conformal and projective vector fields on
R2 relative to different metrics. As additional results, we have proved several propositions
concerning the relations of inclusion between finite-dimensional Lie algebras of vector fields
on the plane given in [6]. Moreover, we found that the non-exhaustive relations of inclusion
between Lie algebras given in that work are indeed all the relations that can be obtained in
the case of projective and conformal vector fields.
Finally, several applications of Riccati chain equations to the Sawada-Kotera and Kaup-
Kupershmidt PDEs have been described. In addition, new relations between Gambier equa-
tions, Sturm-Liouville problems and the Riccati hierarchy have been established.
In the future, we aim to show that most integrable PDEs can be studied through Lie
systems. Additionally, we plan to use contact transformations to map Painleve´ equations
onto Lie systems. We also aim to study which differential equations can be mapped onto Lie
systems through such transformations. Further exploration of relations between these two
systems and their various properties are planned in our future work. This could increase the
range of solvability of Lie systems by the technique described in this paper.
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